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OUR VALUE PROPOSITION TO OUR STUDENTS AND THE COMMUNITY

Victoria University (VU) aims to be a great university of the 21st century by being inclusive rather than exclusive. We will provide exceptional value to our diverse community of students by guiding them to achieve their career aspirations through personalised, flexible, well-supported and industry relevant learning opportunities. Achievement will be demonstrated by our students’ and graduates’ employability and entrepreneurship.

The applied and translational research conducted by our staff and students will enhance social and economic outcomes in our heartland communities of the West of Melbourne and beyond. Our graduates as employees and citizens will shape the industries in which they work and communities where they live. Healthier, smarter and more sustainable communities will result.
A MESSAGE FROM THE CHANCELLOR

As Chancellor of Victoria University, I always feel privileged to preside at Graduations and to witness the enormous pride that our graduates take in their achievements. It is a pride that is shared by family and friends and by all VU staff and Council members. Your success in completing your course of study gives us great satisfaction.

As your graduation day is a significant milestone, it is important to me and the entire University community that each ceremony highlights the rich and genuine diversity of our University. We work hard to ensure that our ceremonies are friendly, inviting and engaging and that we honour the celebratory nature of the occasion. It is the VU way of doing things and those outside the VU community who attend our ceremonies never fail to comment on what an uplifting experience it is.

During your time with us, we have equipped you with the knowledge and skills required to thrive in a 21st century community. You now have the capacity to learn, adapt, and be flexible. You have shown an ability to set goals and achieve them. Throughout your study we have strived to give you an education which includes an understanding of the real world of work and an appreciation of the society in which we live. We are now sending you in the world to make a difference.

As a University we seek not only to provide you with a first class education but it is important to us that we strengthen the communities from which you come, and in many cases, to which you will return. Through you, and through the impact of our research on real world issues, we are improving our community, both locally and globally.

To each of our graduates – I urge you to enjoy your graduation day. Reflect on all that you have accomplished so far and on the many experiences still to come. Take a moment to think about what your time at VU has meant to you.

Give some thought to staying connected through our extensive Alumni network. You are now a member of our community and, as with all our students you will always be a member of the VU family.

Congratulations and very best wishes for an exciting and successful future.

Mr George Pappas AO

Chancellor
A MESSAGE FROM THE VICE-CHANCELLOR AND PRESIDENT

Welcome, and my heartfelt congratulations to all graduands at this important ceremony. As the Vice-Chancellor and President of Victoria University, I am honoured to celebrate your achievements with you in 2017. I would also like to extend a warm welcome to your family and friends who are sharing this special day with you.

In graduating from VU you are now alumni of a modern university which is among the world’s best. While we remain the only tertiary institution based in the west of Melbourne we have a growing international reputation. In 2016 we were ranked in the top 2% of universities worldwide and earlier this year we were ranked number 56 in the Times Higher Education World University Rankings for universities less than 50 years old. More recently we debuted number 55 in the inaugural Asia-Pacific University Rankings.

This recognition for your university enhances the value of the qualification you have worked so hard to earn. It will assist you as you forge your career and enable you to say with pride that you are a graduate of Victoria University.

I join the Chancellor in encouraging you to remain connected to the University as part of our ever growing Alumni community and I look forward to hearing more from you as you embrace your chance to join them as valued ambassadors of our institution.

Your award is an opportunity for you to make a real impact in the world; locally, nationally and globally. I ask that you take the skills and knowledge you have gained here at VU and use them as the first vital step in your lifelong learning journey.

Congratulations on reaching this exciting milestone and I hope that you will be inspired to find success on your own terms.

Professor Peter Dawkins AO
Vice-Chancellor and President
100 YEARS OF OPPORTUNITY
AND SUCCESS

Congratulations! You have achieved an important milestone.
You have succeeded in your tertiary studies and we are delighted
to send you into the world – or welcome you back for further study.
You are now part of the VU family.

Today’s Victoria University is a direct descendant of Footscray Technical School, which first opened its doors to students in February 1916. The school, with the support of the local community, took up the challenge to offer educational opportunities to the diverse population of Melbourne’s West. We remain committed to that goal and we are now one of the longest-standing providers of education in Victoria.

The School adopted the image of the Door of Opportunity as a means of expressing to the entire community the school’s purpose and reason for existence. Victoria University remains committed to that spirit and tradition as we embark on our next 100 years.

As the University of Opportunity and Success, we play a role in helping students from diverse backgrounds to find success on their own terms, and in the process we strive to be a distinctive University of the 21st century.

For a quarter of century we have also been providing Opportunity and Success for international students. In Melbourne, nearly 20% of our total student population are international students from over 80 countries. Offshore, through high-quality partnerships, VU enrolls nearly 4,500 students per year in English, diploma, degree and master courses in China, Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam and Sri Lanka. Consequently, VU holds official graduations in Malaysia and China and numerous graduation celebrations for our offshore students.

VU is especially proud of our international alumni as they provide marvellous contributions to their employers, families and communities all over the world.

We have grown into one of Australia’s biggest and best universities, with over 42,000 enrolled students and just under 2000 staff. In September 2016 Victoria University was ranked in the prestigious Times Higher Education World Rankings in the Top 400 universities in the world, placing us in the top 2% globally.

We have multiple campuses in Melbourne’s CBD, and spread across Melbourne’s western region, and a Sydney campus that offers courses to international students.

The University encompasses:

- seven teaching colleges
- six research institutes
- six major research centres
- Victoria Polytechnic, VU’s vocational training provider, and
- The Sir Zelman Cowen Centre within The College of Law and Justice.
AT VU, FAMILY IS EVERYTHING

We are a young university with a long rich history dating back to the founding of Footscray Technical School in 1916. We are proud of each and every one of our students who have studied with us over our 100 year history. Where do you fit on the VU family tree?

[Diagram of the history of VU, including key dates and institutions merged or formed over time.]
UNIVERSITY SENIOR EXECUTIVES

CHANCELLOR
Mr George Pappas AO
B Econ(Hons) Monash, MBA Harvard

DEPUTY CHANCELLOR
Associate Professor
Rufus Black
BA, LLB(Hons) Melb, MPhil, DPhil Oxon

VICE-CHANCELLOR AND PRESIDENT
Professor Peter Dawkins AO
BSc(Hons) Lough, MSc Lough, PhD Lough, FASSA, FIPAA, FACEL(Hon)

DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR
Rhonda Hawkins AM
BSc USyd, MPP USyd, FAICD, AFAIM

VICE-PRESIDENT: ENGAGEMENT, MARKETING AND INTERNATIONAL
Mr Steve Berridge
BA(Hons) York, PgCert York, PgDip CIM

VICE-PRESIDENT: STUDENTS, INFRASTRUCTURE AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
Professor Richard Constantine
PDMMelb, MBA Monash

VICE-PRESIDENT: VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR VICTORIA POLYTECHNIC
Mr Grant Dreher
MED RMIT, GCert Vic Melb, GCert CSU

VICE-PRESIDENT: PEOPLE AND CULTURE
Mr Shaun Eltham
BCom Griffith

VICE-PRESIDENT: FINANCE AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
Mr Ian Ford
BFinAdmin UNE, CPA, MBA UNE

VICE-PRESIDENT: PLANNING, REGISTRAR AND UNIVERSITY SECRETARY
Ms Teresa Tjia
BSci(Hons), MSc UWA

PRO-VICE CHANCELLOR LEARNING INNOVATION AND QUALITY
Professor Ian Solomonides
BEd(Hons) Worcester UK, PhD Nottingham Trent UK

PRO-VICE CHANCELLOR RESEARCH AND RESEARCH TRAINING
Professor Warren Payne
BSocScFIT, MAKSU, PhD KSU
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY

Victoria University acknowledge the Ancestors, Elders and families of the Boonwurrung and Woiwurrung of the Kulin who are the traditional owners of University land. As we share our own knowledge practices within the University may we pay respect to the deep knowledge embedded within the Aboriginal community and their ownership of Country. We acknowledge that the land on which we meet is a place of age old ceremonies of celebration, initiation and renewal and that the Kulin people’s living culture has a unique role in the life of this region.

THE UNIVERSITY MACE – AN ESTABLISHED TRADITION

Our graduation ceremonies begin with the entrance of the University mace, signifying the authority of the Chancellor. Carried by the Mace Bearer, the mace symbolises learning, scholarship and our rich history. The mace connects us with those who have come before and those who will follow in the pursuit of learning. Made of sterling silver and 24-carat gold, the design includes the letter ‘V’, standing for Victoria – our University’s home and namesake.

UNIVERSITY MEDALS FOR EXCELLENCE

In recognition of those students who have excelled in their learning, achievements or leadership during their studies, Victoria University will award medals of excellence at graduation ceremonies from the following categories:

- Undergraduate Vocational Education
- Undergraduate Higher Education
- Postgraduate by Coursework
- Postgraduate Research
Wearing academic dress on ceremonial occasions is a celebrated university tradition, and generally consists of a gown (also known as a robe) with a separate hood (also known as a stole), and usually a cap – doctoral candidates wear a bonnet. Throughout the Commonwealth, universities usually follow the academic dress style of Oxford or Cambridge. Our academic dress is based on the Oxford style. Traditionally, the Chancellor’s gown is faced in gold and the Vice-Chancellor’s gown is faced in silver.

The colour of the hood (stole) identifies the discipline:

- **Ruby** – Arts
- **Ultramarine** – Business or Business Administration
- **Cherry** – Education
- **Silver Grey** – Engineering
- **Old Rose** – Health Science
- **Parchment** – Law
- **Pansy** – Music
- **Buff** – Psychology
- **Spectrum Green** – Science, Applied Science and Sport Science
- **Gold** – Social Studies
- **Gold** – Sport and Recreation
- **Adonis Blue** – Doctor of Business
- **Cherry** – Doctor of Education
- **Graphite** – Doctor of Engineering
- **Pearl White** – Doctor of Laws
- **Ruby** – Doctor of Letters
- **Sapphire** – Doctor of Philosophy
- **Old Gold** – Doctor of Psychology
- **Spectrum Green** – Doctor of Science
- **Sky Blue** – Doctor of the University
- **Tangerine** – TAFE Certificates

The gowns worn by graduating students help distinguish undergraduate and higher degrees:

- undergraduates and postgraduates wear a black gown – Vocational Education, Further Education and undergraduate gowns have a large slit in each sleeve
- the masters gown has a long narrow sleeve extension
- doctoral candidates wear a red gown.

**Academic dress for particular awards is as follows:**

- **Certificates** – a black cap and an undergraduate gown with a black stole with a facing of tangerine.
- **Diplomates and Graduate Certificates** – a black cap and an undergraduate gown with a black stole in the discipline colour.
- **Bachelors** – a black gown and black cap with a black hood half lined with the discipline colour. The hood for the honours degree has a white band on the edge of the hood.
- **Masters** – a black gown and black cap with a black hood fully lined with the discipline colour.
- **Doctors** – a black bonnet with a gold cord, a scarlet gown with a facing and a black hood fully lined with the discipline colour.
- **Indigenous Australians** – the gown of their award together with a calf-length black and red silk stole with gold tassels, a map of Victoria in gold silk, “Victoria University” embroidered in gold on the left end of the stole, the sun embroidered in gold silk and “Ngaga Jindi Waback” embroidered in gold on the right end of the stole.

In official abbreviations of our awards, Victoria University is abbreviated to VicMelb.
WELCOME TO THE ALUMNI COMMUNITY

Congratulations on your graduation and welcome to the Victoria University Alumni Community.

As a graduate of the University, you have joined a vibrant global network of over 230,000 Alumni living and working across 130 countries.

STAY CONNECTED

With career and personal success, it’s not only what you know, it’s also who you know. Having a network of people who have shared your experiences may open doors to opportunities.

Join the conversation with your fellow alumni on social media.

Facebook: Victoria University Alumni Community
Twitter: @vu_alumni
LinkedIn: Victoria University Alumni Community
Instagram: @vualumni
WeChat: VictoriaUni

STAY INFORMED

Whenever you change your contact details (especially your email), your job or address, please be sure to let us know. You can quickly and easily update your details by visiting – vu.edu.au/alumni-update

We look forward to sharing a range of exclusive opportunities, activities and events with you. You will receive our quarterly e-newsletter YourVU – which will keep you up to date with opportunities and development at VU and in the Alumni Community.

To learn more about the VU Alumni Community, including links to our international alumni chapters and social media pages, go to vu.edu.au/alumni

Now that you’ve graduated from Victoria University, a world of opportunities is waiting for you. We wish you every success in the next stage of your life and look forward to celebrating continued successes with you.

VU Alumni Relations Team
E: alumni@vu.edu.au
P: +61 3 9919 1017
SOCIAL MEDIA

Share and celebrate graduations with your friends and family by using #vicunigrads

We will also be sharing photos from the day, so make sure you check Facebook for our graduations photo albums.

/victoria.university
@victoriauniversity
@victoriauninews

Snapchat
Let everyone know where you are with our graduations Snapchat filter!
GRADUATES
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND EDUCATION

DIPLOMA OF EDUCATION STUDIES
Sian Baugh
Courtney Jordan Gibbens
Tori Lee Paddon
Pamela Vasiadis

BACHELOR OF ARTS
James Donald
Marina Giuricici
Ayden Grass
Peter Andrew Hickman
Shirley Joy Kelly
Sarah Khattab
Ellie Manzouidis
Marsh Kieran Ryan
Lorna Middleton
Alexander Antony Miles Nuccio
Valeria Silva

BACHELOR OF ARTS (COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT)
Emanuel Abraham
Cassandra Deruyter
Martha Mainguoth
Kiiza Thompson
Wal Gatlukh Thong

BACHELOR OF ARTS (CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES)
Shagufa Ali
Diana Camilleri
Danny Dilber
Natalie Horii
Melissa Elizabeth Ilovaca
Aman Mandotia
Maciek Kok Nek

BACHELOR OF ARTS (KYINANDOO)
Rowena Kerry Price
Ishvani Proietto

BACHELOR OF ARTS (LEGAL STUDIES)
Farah Al Isowi

BACHELOR OF COMMUNICATION
Preece Katharine
Laura Prior
Najib Warsame

BACHELOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Mehalet Alene
Bre Fushley
Danielle Haberecht
Renuka Pushpcharani Herath Herath
Mudiyanselage

BACHELOR OF CREATIVE ARTS INDUSTRIES
Emily Doris Boyd
Bethany Blanche Griffiths
Sherry Rich Plant
Emily Kate Smith

BACHELOR OF CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
Melissa Charters
Rosemarie Anne D’Agata
Kati Monique Violet Elizabeth

BACHELOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Samet Emre Celikbogan
Almedina Civic
Armanda Lhahi
Chatelle Ashley Ramos
Tiffany Rabson
Christian Andre Sepulveda
Brittany Anne Zeler

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
Sarah Jane Altton
Monica Noemy Angel
Jessica Louise Davies
Andreaa Grigoruta
Paul Alexander Huisinvelt
Jessica May Radford
Rebecca Jade Spiteri
Emily Laura Thornton
Jade Elise Van Hooydonk
Georgi Kate Viola
Bishara Warsame
Yuri Yoshida

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (EARLY CHILDHOOD/PRIMARY)
Amanda Sarah Alonso
Sarah Baulch
James Alan Burn
Kimberley Rachelle Lev
Kaylene Roberts
Faslee Sheriffdeen

BACHELOR OF INTERACTIVE MEDIA
My Thien Tran

BACHELOR OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Deren Bayraktar
Bol Taq Bol
Rakel Marie Blanche Geremian
Kate Anne Leben
Gemma Louise Simpson
Betre Yoseph Weldeyes

BACHELOR OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES/BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (BANKING AND FINANCE)
Ngor Ngor Kuany

BACHELOR OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION
Brooke Louise Hoffenden

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Shanea Tiffany Barrett
Alexandra Anna Di Mauro
Ingrid Ellen Gray
Daniel Patrick O’Keeffe
Mayumi Shiraishi Mullins
Nathan David Vandenberge
Damien Vennell

BACHELOR OF SCREEN MEDIA
Jonathan Chun Jie Oon

BACHELOR OF YOUTH WORK
Jessica Baker
Joshua David Baron
Mary Briffa
Hayley Lee Carroll
Amber Classon
Laura Gianna Gurrieri
Joulia Anne Lovecere
Lerato Joy Masiyane
Laura Adele McCormack
Caitlyn Mesiti
Kate Marina Muir
Helen Anne Nicola
Patrick Ochola Okuni
Deanna Annetta Senn
Bradley Russell Sheather

BACHELOR OF ARTS (HONOURS)
Rosalie Louise Cobb

BACHELOR OF CREATIVES ARTS (HONOURS)
Rami Petros

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN DIGITAL MEDIA
Bernaba Balli
Jitshu Shashin Buch
Thi Huyen Trang Ho
Layla Stanton

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Khan Naseer
Catherine Mary Marshall

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES
Robin Rattray-Wood
Patimavanh Sourivong

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN TERTIARY EDUCATION
Simone Barnard
Cameron Robert Barrie
Mohotaq Binte Hamid
Eressea Faith Anne Cross
David Dawson
Osanaa Nti Donkor
Stephanie Michelle Goetze-Thies
Donald Divendran Gordon
Felicity Jean Lawton
Timothy Robert McNamara
Dianne Stevens

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Joseph Ayok Deng Ayok

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN MULTIMEDIA
Paul Shane Fitzgerald

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN PRIMARY TEACHING
Sevda Altnbas
Sumayya Amirudin
Samuel Burnett
Guillaume Desmons
Craig Anthony Elliot
Lara Galanti
Dragan Gavrovski
Amalia Georgopoulos
Gabrielle Kendall
Timothy James Laverty
Melanie Jade Lepileo
Courtney Shayne Lowry
Matthew McConville
Micael Abebe Newport
Soulibe Noha
Samantha Spierol
Anudhi Tillekeratne
Sibel Uzel
Elizabeth Anne Van Herwaarden
Benjamin White

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Megan Busuttil
Jayke Duncan Greenard
Mia Tegan Nissa Robinson
Matthew Alexander Russell
Kriti Tuteja

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN TESOL
Ionescu Annin
Hasret Ozturk

MASTER OF COMMUNICATION
Daniel Marc Delena
David Samuel Ruth Shaw
David Stockman

MASTER OF DIGITAL MEDIA
Salvatore Bagnato
Divya Emrith
Camilla Carolina Johnsen
Hazel Winnie Wangari Ngari
Quynh Trang Nguyen
Ali Raza
Purushothaman Supramaniam

MASTER OF EDUCATION
Mark Leon Addison
Gaurika Bajaj
Karen Isabel Beaton
Tracey Kathleen Cooper
Sam Dang
Yousgendra Ghuire
Jonny Isackson
Mankirat Kaur
Roopambir Kaur
Emilija Malinova
Sue Price
Peter Anthony Whitefield
MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Emily Bayliss
Marina Bogdanovska Gosheska
Sucharita Chakravarthty
Betnework Ergetie
Elizabeth Mary Gardiner
Saqib Iqbal
Kamalpreet Kaur
Saghar Moorii
Ng Peng Seong
Sujeena Shakyaa
Gunalan Subramaniam
Sonakshi Vaid
Emily Bayliss
Marina Bogdanovska Gosheska
Sucharita Chakravarthty
Betnework Ergetie
Elizabeth Mary Gardiner
Saqib Iqbal
Kamalpreet Kaur
Saghar Moorii
Ng Peng Seong
Sujeena Shakyaa
Gunalan Subramaniam
Sonakshi Vaid
Emily Bayliss
Marina Bogdanovska Gosheska
Sucharita Chakravarthty
Betnework Ergetie
Elizabeth Mary Gardiner
Saqib Iqbal
Kamalpreet Kaur
Saghar Moorii
Ng Peng Seong
Sujeena Shakyaa
Gunalan Subramaniam
Sonakshi Vaid

MASTER OF TEACHING (EARLY CHILDHOOD)
Sunail Firoz Allani
Irene Maximos

MASTER OF TEACHING (PRIMARY)
Amina Balagic
Daphne Cohen
Samantha Dianne Healy
Vivien Pham
Yamashita Miho

MASTER OF TEACHING (SECONDARY)
Rowena Bautista
James Peter Blay
Joanne Cronin
James Patrick Daffey
Tina Dakovic
Rico Dezan
Annabel Elliot
Neil Douglas Holdaway
Geoffrey Hon
Patrick Kearney
Michelle Keyes
Clare MacKellar
Biljana Modzevska
Luke Milkovic
Taylor Christina Moss
Faisal Mohammedali Musa
Benjamin James Sampson
Gurvinder Kaur Sidhu
Jennifer Mary Anne Spurrell

Jenna Margaret Weatherall
Daniel Nathan Wilson
Keren Yi

MASTER OF TESOL
Bui Thi Ngoc Thu
Bui Thi Quynh Trang
Bui Thi Van Anh
Dang Thi Kim Xuyen
Dang Tran Ngoc Khuyen
Dinh Nguyen Thanh Nhan
Do Hong Uyen Thy
Do Thi Thanh Hang
Duong Thi Tam
Hoang Khanh Linh
Hoang Kim Tran
Hoang Viet Hien
Lai Thi Phuong Linh
Le Hong Ngoc
Le Nguyen Diep An
Le Phuong Linh
Le Thi Hoai Tran
Le Thi Thu Trang
Mollamed Lam Thi Hong Lan
Ngo Huyen Phuong Nghie
Nguyen Dieu Hong
Nguyen Dinh Duy
Nguyen Hoang Giang
Nguyen Huu Tae
Nguyen Long Tien
Nguyen Luong Phuong Hong
Nguyen Minh Tri
Nguyen Ngoc Han
Nguyen Phuong Nhung
Nguyen Thanh Loan
Nguyen Thanh Phuong
Nguyen Thi Hien Hoa
Nguyen Thi Hong Dung
Nguyen Thi Hong Mai
Nguyen Thi Hue
Nguyen Thi Huyen
Nguyen Thi Kim Hue
Nguyen Thi Minh Nguyen
Nguyen Thi Phuong Que
Nguyen Thi Thieu Hoa
Nguyen Thi Thu Ha
Nguyen Thi Thu Nguyen
Nguyen Thu Hai
Nguyen Thuy Duong
Nguyen Van Son
Pham Thi Anh Tuyen
Pham Thi Quynh Tran
Pham Van Vu
Phan Duong Thao Vy
Phan Thi Son
Phi Luong Van
Phung Minh Thu Trang
Thai Nguyen To Loan
Tran Minh Huyen
Tran Nguyen Bao Trang
Tran Thi Ngoc Phu
Tran Thi Thanh Ngoc
Tran Thi Viet Ha
Tran Thuy Linh
Trinh Thi Loan
Truong Hoang Minh
Truong Nguyen Ngoc Thy
Tu Thi Tuyet Vy
Vu Pham Thao Huong
Vu Thi My Hien
Vu Minh Quyen
Vu Thi Duyen

MASTER OF TESOL EDUCATION
Grace Larkin
John Charles Murphy

MASTER OF ARTS (RESEARCH)
Christo Idowu Odeyemi
Thesis Title: Evaluating BRICS Engagement in R2P Interventions in Libya and Syria, 2011 – 2015
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (ACCOUNTING/BANKING AND FINANCE)
Chin Peggy

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (ACCOUNTING/MARKETING)
Chen Sarah Pei Ching

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (ACCOUNTING/BANKING AND TRADE)
Chen Si

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (APPLIED ECONOMICS/INTERNATIONAL TRADE)
Liam Edward Neeson

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (BANKING AND FINANCE)
Abdullah Y. A. A. Ahmad

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (BANKING AND FINANCE) (INTERNATIONAL TRADE)
Liam Edward Neeson

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (BANKING AND FINANCE) (INTERNATIONAL RISK MANAGEMENT)
Adam Harun Berin

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (BANKING AND FINANCE) (INTERNATIONAL TOURISM MANAGEMENT)
Denni Jane Egan

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT)
Bong Chai Yee

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT) (INTERNATIONAL TRADE)
Bai Bihan

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (CULINARY MANAGEMENT)
Alexandra Casas Agudelo

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (EVENT MANAGEMENT)
Abdulrahman Ibrahim Alhajri

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (EVENT MANAGEMENT) (FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT)
Bong Chai Yee

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (EVENT MANAGEMENT) (INTERNATIONAL TRADE)
Bai Bihan

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (EVENT MANAGEMENT) (INTERNATIONAL TOURISM MANAGEMENT)
Denni Jane Egan

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (EVENT MANAGEMENT/ MARKETING)
Jai Lee Jordan

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT)
Bong Chai Yee

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT) (INTERNATIONAL TRADE)
Bai Bihan

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (RISK MANAGEMENT) (INTERNATIONAL TRADE)
Bai Bihan

Chen Xiaotong
Chen Yuexi
Cheng Yiqi
Cheng Yiran
Dong Jing
Dong Juyan
Dong Shu Yu
Fan Sijie
Fan Yanhao
Fang Huashi
Feng Jiajun
Feng Tianzhu
Fu Yunbo
Gao Renshang
Gao Ting
Gao Yuan
Gao Zhihan
Gong Ao
Gui Peng
Huang Hongda
Huang Junxin
Huang Kai
Jiang Chuanyi
Jin Luosang
Li Aixian
Li Boting
Li Chaoyang
Li Congxue
Li Jie
Li Qinglin
Li Rong
Li Tao
Li Xiang
Li Zhou
Lian Sha
Liang Lwen
Liang Ziyi
Lin Chaochao
Lin Wei Ting
Liu Ao
Liu Hanxiao
Liu Haoran
Liu Kunyu
Liu Min Xing
Liu Qian
Liu Yizhou
Liu Zhou
Liu Zhou
Luo Luanjun
Luo Sheng Qian
Luo Weichao
Luo Xiao
Ma Yuanqing
Miao Weining
Peng Xiao
Qi Ding Huang
Qin Chuang
Ren Hongyuann
Ren Jie
Ren Jie
Ren Xinlu
Shang Zhe
Shi Haoyu
Shi Xiaonan
Shi Yiling
Song Xi
Song Xinyang
Song Yuning
Su Zheng An
Sui Minghao
Sun Ruqi
Sun Shao Wei
tan Xiao
Tian Meng
Wang Haiwei
Wang Jiawen
Wang Nan
Wang Qianhe
Wang Shenglin
Wang Shuaicheng
Wang Silyng
Wang Xinyu
Wang Xueying
Wang Ya
Wang Zepeng
Wang Zeyi
Wang Zhehao
Wei Xiao
Wei Xiao
Wei Bi
Wei Chenyao
Wu Xiaotian
Wu Xiaoyu
Wu Yating
Xia Jiangtuo
Xia Tianfei
Xie Song You
Xie Yu
Xia Mengjia
Xing Yufeng
Xu Dong
Xu Jiaqi
Xu Kaimang
Xu Yi
Yan Xin
Yang Yang
Yang Zeyu
Yang Zhou
Yao Xiaoyuan
You Qian
Zhang Ba Xuan
Zhang Han
Zhang Xiaofu
Zhang Xie
Zhang Yue
Zhao Chenzhi
Zhao Yue
Zhou Danyi
Zhou Nan
Zhou Tingchen
Zhou Yang
Zhou Zhou
Zhu Chunzheng
Zhu Jiaqun
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT)
Zachary William Smith
Sithipong Sirisukont
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT/TOURISM MANAGEMENT)
Abby Josephine Mitchell
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT)
Sara Austin
Rachel Celea
Souhaib El Sayegh
Frida Malilda Enegren
Trevor Granger
Aladin Hasanbegovic
Nguyen Thi Ngoc Thao
Ashlynn Rose Perkins
Hien My Pham
Brendan Peter Read
Lucy Isabel Russell-Slater
Alistair David Sealey
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT/MUSIC INDUSTRY)
Teliah Unity Dounis
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT)
Musab Ahmed
Ali Faisal A Aqeeli
Douglas William Cook
David Dong
Saurabh Gumber
Dilawar Hussain
Suvarna Karnacharya
Kiran Manandhar
Manish Manish
Napit Sushanth
Beema Niraula
Md Abdullah Al Noman
Gloria Esther Obregon Martinez
Kajal Bhavna Ram
Amrit Pal Singh
Lovepreet Singh
Rohan James Stone
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (INFORMATION SYSTEMS/ MANAGEMENT AND INNOVATION)
Anil Sidhu
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (INFORMATION SYSTEMS)
Jason George Kontos
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (INNOVATION)
Anderia Thon Makoot Reec
Rohan James Stone
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (INNOVATION)
Alistair David Sealey
Luo Xiaoyu
Luo Han
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (INNOVATION)
Lucy Isabel Russell-Slater
Blinyapansaleg Karal Chaminda
Atisya Rosli
Aditha Saman
Shang Yuan Yuan
Erwin Wiguna Sugino
Sun Jia Xin
Wang Zi
Wen Yi
Xu Yu
XZ Yu
Xu Zhu Ting
Xu Yurui
Wei Yi
Yu Lu Ming
Zhong Di
Zhong Zhan
Zhong Xian
Zhong Hu
Zheng Yu Han
Zheng Suzhe
Zhao Meng Di
Zhang Yi Ming
Zhang Nan
Zhang Shenglin
Zhang Zhi
Zhou Tingchen
Zhou Yang
Zhou Zhou
Zhu Chunzheng
Zhu Jiaqun
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT)
Zachary William Smith
Sithipong Sirisukont
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT/TOURISM MANAGEMENT)
Abby Josephine Mitchell
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT)
Sara Austin
Rachel Celea
Souhaib El Sayegh
Frida Malilda Enegren
Trevor Granger
Aladin Hasanbegovic
Nguyen Thi Ngoc Thao
Ashlynn Rose Perkins
Hien My Pham
Brendan Peter Read
Lucy Isabel Russell-Slater
Alistair David Sealey
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT/MUSIC INDUSTRY)
Teliah Unity Dounis
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT)
Musab Ahmed
Ali Faisal A Aqeeli
Douglas William Cook
David Dong
Saurabh Gumber
Dilawar Hussain
Suvarna Karnacharya
Kiran Manandhar
Manish Manish
Napit Sushanth
Beema Niraula
Md Abdullah Al Noman
Gloria Esther Obregon Martinez
Kajal Bhavna Ram
Amrit Pal Singh
Lovepreet Singh
Rohan James Stone
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (INFORMATION SYSTEMS/ MANAGEMENT AND INNOVATION)
Anil Sidhu
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (INFORMATION SYSTEMS)
Jason George Kontos
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (INNOVATION)
Anderia Thon Makoot Reec
Rohan James Stone
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (INNOVATION)
Alistair David Sealey
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (INNOVATION)
Lucy Isabel Russell-Slater
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING) WITH HONOURS
Mohamad Kamal Ali
Yasir Qafoor
Pooja Arvind Haria
Ajesh Gopal Menath
Binesh Pokhrel

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT) WITH HONOURS
Sherif Ehab Mohamed Fahmy
Malkaet Singh

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING) WITH HONOURS
Chinthana Sanjeewa Hatangala

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING) WITH HONOURS
Abdullah M F M A Alqahtani
Karam Farooq Ali
Billy Chen
Hoai Nam Do
Angelo Obita Kajoniyi Maiko
Andrew Nguyen
Preetranjan Singh
Jean Bryan Darel Veilleuse

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING) (CIVIL ENGINEERING) WITH HONOURS
Dong Dinh Khang
Tyson Richard Skiba
Sujeer Sundaralingam
Kennedy Admassu Zeleke

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (MATERIALS SCIENCE) WITH HONOURS
Adnan H Gh Y A Yateem
Khaled Alharbi
Ahmed Alenezi
Mohamad F M F T Alajmi

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY) WITH HONOURS
Sebastian Alexander McRae

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PERFORMANCE-BASED BUILDING AND FIRE CODES
Trevor John Doherty

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Garry Chan

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUILDING FIRE SAFETY AND RISK ENGINEERING
Matthew Hellyer
Weizhong Jia
Rajitha Ishanka Perera Ranasinghe
Aarachige

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Kunal Aggarwal
Abdul Rehman Aslam
Deepa Bhandari
Nitin Goel
Ramandeep Kaur
Rongrihy Ke
Pavel Deepabien Rameshbhai
Soumya Siddeshwar Ronad
Shivani Sharma
Manpreet Singh
Shahinderjeet Singh
Sher Singh
Sukhdeep Kaur Tiwana
Rinku Upadhyayh Acharya

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
Cheema Sardar Farhan Ali
Faizan Shabbir

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUILDING FIRE SAFETY AND RISK ENGINEERING
Derya Horasan
On Ting Lee
Bruce McLeod Thomas

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Dulitha Sameera Chandrasekara
Abeysekara Wannak A. Don
Paul Mario Lulic
Chinthaka Arvinidbhai Panchal
Shah Bavin Rajnikant

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING (RESEARCH)
Mehdi Hedayati

Title: Wastewater Reclamation Desalination Technologies: A Techno-Economic Study AT-Source and Centralised Treatment Options

Marina Primoli Perera

Title: Improving the Water Supply Network by Mixing Recycled Water and Stormwater in the Third Pipe: A Risk Management Framework

Samira Rashintra

Title: Flood Vulnerability Assessment by Applying a Fuzzy Logic Method: A Case Study for Melbourne
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND BIOMEDICINE

DIPLOMA OF HEALTH SCIENCE
Nicole Elizabeth Critch

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE
Adam Xavier Duxson

BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE (DERMAL THERAPIES)
Diane Camilleri

BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE (PARAMEDIC)
Chantelle Bernadette Barbuto
Matthew James Beamish
Benjamin Glasby
James Thomas Honeyman
Joel Fraser McGarigle
Jarred Thorne
Stephanie Woollard

BACHELOR OF MIDWIFERY
Loren Anne Clementi
Laura Rose Gardner
Katherine Mary Timmons

BACHELOR OF NURSING
Azra Aksu
Melissa Jade Brown
Kiin Assan Elmi
Mohini Gurung
Priyamna Siisira Kumara Herath
Herath Mudiyansselage
Didem Ismail
Gaganpreet Johal
Kaur Karamjit
Gagandeep Kour
Thuy Ouyen Le
Zeilan Liu
Lumagbas Nenita
Michelle Manjangani
Hebert Kuda Matika
Michael Mendoza
Manuela Mihai
Aldo Pakingan
Jeffrey Santos
Tan Hanwen
Roopa Tatwadia
Nelita Pangilinan Tiamzon
Sonia Um

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (BIOMEDICAL AND EXERCISE SCIENCE)
Kate Frances Scott

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES)
Huda Al Haidari
Jenny Dinh
Skylar Izadi
Zeynep Ozbelli

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (CLINICAL SCIENCES)
Bridie Elise Atkinson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (NUTRITION FOOD AND HEALTH SCIENCE)
Claire Ann Gauthier
Hiba Mohammed

BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES
Kathryn Attreed
Olivia Susan Bennett
Barbara Bilakbr
Roberto Boza-Sanchez
Bianca Jade Cacha
Sherrie Cavanagh
Cellatoglou Ugur Duran
Blake Chaplin
Ericka Felice
Kristy Lim
Leonie Nott
Richelle Faye Reyes
Kamleen Suleiman
Tayla Rhiannon Wigney
Tayla Zammit
Wendy Adely Zelaya

BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES/BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT)
Samantha Kelly Keast
Kim Loan Nguyen
Dawn Poulse

BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
Leposava Antic
Nada Seket

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE/BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES
Lachlan Adam Shields

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK
Huda Abdelkerim
Rachel Beth Carger
Chiyo McCrea
Alexandra Morales Escobar
Marie Aurelie Charlene Philippe
Claire Elizabeth Taylor
Michelle Turner
Benjamin Paul Whyte

BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGY (HONOURS)
Michael Kim Bessant
Saniya Singh

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (HONOURS) (BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES)
Stephen Robert Barr

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK (HONOURS)
Hong Hai Doan
Arian Duke
Kathryn Margaret Elliott
Steve Hardman
Antony Kiran Dallas Pereira

GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES
Liana Claudia Brasacchio

MASTER OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY (COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY)
Fletcher Edward Curnow
Margarita Rosa Fierro Hernandez
Claudette Foley
Tony Jovanovski
Ben Moberley

MASTER OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY (SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY)
Kessia Annie Ianzano

MASTER OF COUNSELLING
Vivienne Therese Decleva

MASTER OF PSYCHOANALYSIS (RESEARCH AND CLINICAL STUDIES)
Margaret Louise Christie

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE (OSTEOPATHY)
Soraya Patricia Burrows
Matthew Peter Lawler
Abby Jane Elisabeth McClure

MASTER OF PSYCHOLOGY (CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY)
Livia Vicky Cremona-Bellizia
Sarah Dymond
Gemma Ann Stephenson
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COLLEGE OF LAW AND JUSTICE

BACHELOR OF LAWS
Babajee Balkrishna Arvin
Jonathon Kenneth Barlow
Kate Louise Bicknell
Fedelicia Maria Bowden
Mark Peter Cerne
Trang Thien Chau
Elyse Cuzzilla
Christopher John Dawes
Naomi Ferwerda
Derya Hussein
Jonathon Hutton
Rami Anthony Infantini
Rebecca Ann John
Rebecca Hannah Johnsey
Aleise Clare Johnson
Joyrmye Che Joniec
Andrew Lee Khair
Irena Kimoska
Matthew Eric Lewis
Svetlana Liemareff
Hannah Louise Lunt
Sarah Vinissa Keren Delloro
MacApagal
Marco Man
Terrence Bryan Meehan
Sumeyye Mimaroglu
Annie Nguyen
Annie Nguyen
Odhilla Kate O’Boyle
Andelka Obradovic
Celeste Marie Olssen
Esra Oz
Anthony Panopoulos
Alexandra Papadakis
Michael Patane
Wayne Deemantha Perera
Bradley Petruccelli
Laura Mary Elizabeth Purcell
Bianca Nicole Pyers
Mohammad Mostafa Rahmani
Giselle Arlette Roman
Daniella Frances Sajeva
Shadia Sharmin
Aurora Shi
Manjot Singh
Eden Melissa Smith
Harvey James Robert Smith
Nicholas Leigh Smith
Jonathan Richard Taylor
Catherine Laura Thomson
Fiona Truong
Harry Thomas Whitworth
Breint Alexander James Youssef

BACHELOR OF LAWS WITH HONOURS
Kieron Matthew O’Brien
Yasemin Onen
Iman Osman
Denise Ruu Shan Soh
Stephen John Tamburro
Robert Andrew Wilson
Kayla Ruth Winship
Pedros Yabio

BACHELOR OF LAWS/ BACHELOR OF ARTS
Dragana Borjoevic
Cadjan Branka
Mark Anthony Cincotta
Ellen Georgina Gray
Daniel John Thompson
Eylul Top
Alexander Dinh Tran

BACHELOR OF LAWS WITH HONOURS/BACHELOR OF ARTS
Gabriella Catherine Ferraro
Harry Sutherland Gordon
Matthew Harry Hall
Natalie Maree Tomlins

BACHELOR OF LAWS/ BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (ACCOUNTING) WITH HONOURS
Joseph Daniel Detering
Chris Papadopoulos

BACHELOR OF LAWS/ BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (BANKING AND FINANCE)
Kim Nguyen

BACHELOR OF LAWS/ BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT)
Taniya Perera Kankanige

BACHELOR OF LEGAL PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
Caitlyn Joy Price

BACHELOR OF LEGAL SERVICES
Emily Joan Thompson

BACHELOR OF LAWS (HONOURS)
Laila Noor

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN AUSTRALIAN IMMIGRATION LAW AND PRACTICE
Javiera Schmidt

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN AUSTRALIAN MIGRATION LAW AND PRACTICE
Joseph Aaron
Olanrewaju Abiodun
Dutsadeeolak Akarasuklikiat
Nickolas Allen
Sarah Allen
Dhiraj Arora
Nitin Arora
Thomas Arthur
Rupinder Kaur Aulakh
Angela Avgnerinos
Muhammad Qasim Aziz
Pingping Bao
Fadi Barakat
Avnish Behl
George Helmy Fam Beshay
Waseem Ahmed Bhutto
Sarah Scott Bird
Jayepe Vergara Casapao
Cesar Alejandro Castro Boceta
Yi Wen Peter Chan
Chand Prem
Ni Che
Jagjil Singh Cheema
Wei Chen
Subhashini Chilakuri
Jatinder Choudhary
Demonic Cicerale
Naveen Varma Dasaraju
Fernanda De Souza Farias
Chintan Dhungel
Hoang Long Do
Raman Dagar
Eryl Dong
Miaoli Du
Anthony El-Assaad
Noreen Fatima
Mirella Fernandez
Thalarambage Sharon Kushani
Fernando
Sanjeev Garg
Md Kamrun Hasan
Qiwei He
Nandesh Hiremath
Mohammad Shahadat Hossain
Chunxuan Hu
Jennifer Chan Huang
Xiaobing Huang
Yuanyuan Huang
Md Huq
Isha Parmar
Alon Jarrott
Akhil Jarwal
Irma Divinagracia Javier
Aiyeeonee Jeong
Shatheesan Jerome
Long Jiao
Ramandep Kaur
Mehti Keivani
Jodi Janine Kendrick
Adam Keyte
Ranbir Lambra
Bo Li
Grace Li
Ushi Li
Pichaya Limchumroon
Han Ling
Guoqing Luo
Peiyao Luo
Reema Makkar
Vishal Maria
Aneri Mehta
Rashmi Mittal
Marsa Mohammad Abdulla
Mohammed Abdul Mateen
Swetha Mohan
Shannon Mulgrew
Carina Nederstigt
Linh Nguyen
Ngoc Ha Nguyen
Mandana Norouzi
Victor Anthony Organero

Sreshni Pal
Jatin Parmar
Kristian Pass
Chris Peck
Jiangzuo Qian
Md Mizanur Rahman
Rai Promila
Asad Rasheed
Angelika Riederich
Giuseppe Romano
Escuro Rommel
Desmond Anthony Ryan
Subansh Prasad Sah
Sonia Scaccabozzori
Tyrone Seneviratne
Kaushang Gautam Shah
Samir Vijay Shah
Syed Hassan Ali Shah
Divya Sharma
Qianwen Shi
Manpreet Sidhu
Samantha Sinclair
Chetan Preet Singh
Sarabjit Singh
Sukhpal Singh
Yadwinder Singh
Natalie Sioungas
Raj Lama Tamang
Seiw Le Tee
Toan Tran
Rupali Verma
Reneta Vigneaux
Lei Wang
Shanshan Wang
Yu Wang
Hui Nam Wu
Chun Xiang
Yi Xiao
Shuzhen Xu
Wen Yang
Yi Yang
Yang Ye
Ling Zhang
Zhijie Zhang
Shujin Zhou

MASTERS OF LAWS (APPLIED MIGRATION LAW)
Patty Coe
Maddinders Alice
Nikhom Phang
Ravinder Pal Singh
COLLEGE OF SPORT AND EXERCISE SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE (PHYSICAL EDUCATION)(SECONDARY)
Gabrielle Siobhan Minett

BACHELOR OF EXERCISE SCIENCE AND HUMAN MOVEMENT
Jack Nicholas Hancock
Gorkem Ozgun Isitman

BACHELOR OF EXERCISE SCIENCE (CLINICAL PRACTICE)
Bridget Peta Clancy

BACHELOR OF EXERCISE SCIENCE (SPORT PRACTICE)
Angelo Peter Catalano
Nathan Daniel Filieri
Mangani Andrew James
James Andrew Mullins
Maxwell Naughton
Michael John Stacey Pengelly
Paul Sinclair Tyrrell

BACHELOR OF SPORT AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
Beau Branch
Jerome Leigh Keating
Daniel Thomas Meddings
Hyeon Ki Min
Rai Prabhjot
Lauren Lee Salter

BACHELOR OF SPORT COACHING
Rhys Anthony Andreatta
Cian Brien
Michael Richard Krywun
Sarah Jean Morgan
Jonathan Peter Munro
Rachel Napolitano
Matthew Papanicolaou
Samantha Ebony Partridge
Breannon Louise Sutton
Jonathan Villagracia

BACHELOR OF SPORT SCIENCE (EXERCISE SCIENCE)
Andrew Peter Budge
Lachlan Scott Henderson
Kirsty Maree Lamb
Hamish Gordon McConnell
Daylan Brandt McDonald
Harrison Reading
Scott Aaron Simpson
Valentin Utech

BACHELOR OF SPORT SCIENCE (HUMAN MOVEMENT)
Jesse Sciberras
Tyson Shaw

BACHELOR OF SPORT SCIENCE (PHYSICAL EDUCATION)
(SECONDARY)
Isabella Maria Athaide
Michael Anthony Beer
Michelle Liane Cristofoli
Jack Alex Dawson
Brendan John Duffy
Cameron James Griffiths
Dion Anthony Hill
Carla Interlandi
Zachary Lambrianidis
Brent James Lampard
Jake Napol
Bradley Mark Douglas Ower
James Lee Riccobene
Dale Leigh Rodda
Prithvi Shiva Singh
Jeremy Joseph Young
Franka Zigic

BACHELOR OF EXERCISE SCIENCE AND HUMAN MOVEMENT/BACHELOR OF SPORT AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
Alexander Marcus Liberto
Bridget Anne Wharton
Blake David Young

BACHELOR OF SPORT AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT/BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
Kirby Shannon McLean

BACHELOR OF SPORT AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT/BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
(HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT)
Randall Norman Mitchell

BACHELOR OF SPORT AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT/BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
(MARKETING)
Christopher Robert Morrow

BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE (HONOURS)
(HUMAN MOVEMENT)
David Barry
Brianna Hope Bateup
Shruti Sunil Bhandurge
Caleb John Brockwell
Peter Ronald Browne
Brandon Defina
Darko Dukic
Noam Dvir
Ali Hameed
Marcue Jacques
Muhammad Farhan Juhari
Peter James Le Nouvy
Brent Riley Mantle
Aaron James Melrose

Codey James Moran
Fiona Jessica Munson
Michael David Murphy
Shimokawa Raku
Alice Tucker

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN SPORT INTEGRITY
Tim Robinson

MASTER OF APPLIED SCIENCE
Rosie Jean Bourke
Thesis title: The effects of localized fatigue in the knee extensors on crank power and muscle activation

MASTER OF CLINICAL EXERCISE SCIENCE AND REHABILITATION
Lisa Bufalino
Michael Ferma
Sarah Jane King
Colleen Mahony
Christie Rose Mellerick
Luke Owen Postlethwaite
Marcellie Yvette Reeve
Annabel Watson
Dylan Jayantha Samuel
Withanaarachchi

MASTER OF SPORT BUSINESS AND INTEGRITY
Chloe Beech
Adrian Ross Dixon
Luke Howlett
Phillip John Lovell
Robert Tellesson

MASTER OF SPORTS SCIENCE (FOOTBALL PERFORMANCE)
Darcy James Dryden
Olivia Bernadette Getson
Jack Hollywood
CERTIFICATE I IN EAL (ACCESS)
Ayan Ahmed
Tigabe Derbew Alemaw
Yemenesarch Mesheha Goshu
Bosco Hakizimana
Iang Sung Iang Sung
Nay Meh Kaypoedu
Saleh Mender
Deko Farah Mohamed
Om - Alhassan Abdullah
Mohamed
Josef Elea Obed
Amal Orbai
Jakkajan Pakkrathok
Pham Thuy Nga
Maung Hla Win Maung Hla Win
Yujiao Xie

CERTIFICATE I IN GENERAL EDUCATION FOR ADULTS
Kok Huoth Kheo
Lan Bach Luong
Hani Abdullahi Maalim
Thi Nhutng Pham
Thi Bach Tuyet To
Thi Nhutng Pham

CERTIFICATE I IN SPOKEN AND WRITTEN ENGLISH
Tarek Ahmed Mohamed
Abdelmonem
Khali Abdi Hussein
Laya Ahmadi Mehmanc
Salma Al Denawi
Ali Alla Eddine
Aylin Khalid Bahnam Bahnam
Msemu Bama
Rana Koreem Noob Basra
Fatma Delioglan
Nandeng Chol Deng
Mahtab Ezadi
Jannatul Fardaas
Hlaun Kip Tial Hlaun Kip Tial
Shamsah Rafa Yoohaana Kalkwaan
Thu Thu Khin
See Ko
Nyanoot Deng Malual Mayom
Nyangiir Dut Mijok
Amane Muhammed
Nai Yee Min Oo Nai Yee Min Oo
Jesca Nyiibigira
Nu Del Nu Del
Moe MinOo
Paw Klay Moo Paw Klay Moo
Hiep Phan
Haw Kway
Meh Poe
Rahmana Rahmana
Yurbah Ahmed Saqhaelane
Bun Tu Sharaw
Gebrehiwot Tefari Gedam
Tha Dek Tha Dek
Sada Abduulaslam Usmaal

CERTIFICATE I IN TRANSITION EDUCATION
Yourdanous Aregay
Michael Azzopardi
Jeremy Bastiaan
Ashley Cations
Tessa Davies
Shannon-Lee Durant
Jasmine El-Houli
Adrian Rodrigo Espinoza
Toyla Jai Rose Goodwin
Laura Grabham
Cameron Greenwood Crampr
Kaleb Norman Thomas Holley
Cody Kerr
Joe Koferos
Kenny Lam
Timothy Le
Christopher MacKosyk
Aiden Kyle Mellois
Armin Mucjovic
Wilson Ng
Jaidyn Romero-Ye
Jessep Roxas
Luke Schoen
Nicole Scicluna
Madeleine Rose Sherry
Curtis Spagnolo
Lin Tran
Andrew Trinh

CERTIFICATE I IN WORK EDUCATION
Adam Andreucci
Jarrod Bakes
Emma Blyth
Emily Burnell
Jarden Busuttil
Trevor Campbell
Daniel Chiang
Anthony James Dragancjak
Adam Furey
Reynold Gong
Jordan Hogan
Ilce Lazeski
Harrison Liston
Jiorden Mavric
Katelyn Sinnema
Jonny Stavrakoulis

CERTIFICATE II IN BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION (BRICKLAYING) PRE-APPRENTICE
Dylan Anthony Snowden

CERTIFICATE II IN BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION (BRICKLAYING, CARPENTRY) PRE-APPRENTICESHIP
Yohannes Abersa
Awng Tu Awng Tu
Yared Beyene
Lochlan Bezizza
James Bottora
Shawn Peter Carter
Rhys Dyer
Hadee Elsouki
Lambert Harris
Raymond Ielua
Joe Ingle

CERTIFICATE II IN INVENTION MAKING
Eduardo Apurado

CERTIFICATE II IN INVENTION FINISHING
Eduardo Apurado

CERTIFICATE II IN GENERAL EDUCATION FOR ADULTS
Hann Chu
Manahil Majeed Eeso
Cristina Folgado

CERTIFICATE II IN HEALTH SUPPORT SERVICES
Emily Jane Money

CERTIFICATE II IN INFORMATION, DIGITAL MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY
Imran C Abdul Rashid
Akram Ahmed
Dylan Beaconsfield
Brent Gregory Briggs
Lloyd Bui
Vladislav Burtsev
Kevin Chen
Diego Ges
Javier Ges
Luka Hogan
Jordan Sean Howson
Shahzad Hussain
Jamie Ivanov
Phat Thanh Ma
Courtney McLagan
Aysha Shabani Mohamed Fairoze
Jeffrey O’Rourke
Alexander Straughan
Cong Phuoc Kevin Tran
Timothy Truman
Mohamed Jayden Zayat

CERTIFICATE II IN PLUMBING (PRE-APPRENTICESHIP)
Nicholas Damjanovski
Justin Folia
Jessa Maschewski
Brandon Pete Wilkie

CERTIFICATE II IN SPOKEN AND WRITTEN ENGLISH
Ayo Mohamed Burhan
Abdulwahab Abdurazig
Fatma Eltabe Ali Elnabi
Rana Sabah Sarkees Alqas Ablahd
Mareen Amer Jameel Al-Qistoma
Normita Banson
Maombi Mwege Bongwa
Alexander De Jesus Cardoza
Guzman
Zeina Chbib
Akrem Alily Gerjelo
Van Quang Ho
Ali Hussen Adem
Khalil ZI Me Medina Kafka ZI Me
Medina
Meldebebe Kibreab
Salai Cung Chin Lian La Hnin
Hanhi Thi Me
Hoang Loan Ngo
Thi Bich Tram Nguyen
Thi Quynh Nguyen
Thi Thanh Chung Nguyen
Thi Thuang Vi Nguyen
Pirashanthini Nimalesh Christopher
Qo Meh Oo Meh
Nirsika Prathapan
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Soheila Roshani
Tilahun Zewdu Seifu
Daw Khing Tling Daw Khing Tling
Esther Tailing
Thang Quoc Tran
Bin Xu
Ye Lian Win Ye Lian Win

CERTIFICATE III IN BUSINESS
Srimorn Chansawat

CERTIFICATE III IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (LEGAL)
Jessica Catanese

CERTIFICATE III IN CABINET MAKING
Mathew Caminiti
Dylan Cassar
Roy Richard Gerbino
Jayden Lane
Corey Luke McLean
Mehmet Mehmet
Dane Monkman
Paul Risso
Joel Salea
Edward Seloka
Johanna Zanker

CERTIFICATE III IN CARPENTRY
Zachary Adami
Stefano Camillo Altieri
Kristian Thomas Anderson
Yasin Aydeyer
Travis John Bloom
Tyron Bremner
Luke Joshua Cachia
Christian Calabro
Sean Brenden Caldwell
Alexander Samuel Canals
Christopher Joseph Cassar
Troy Daniel Clemson
Kaleb Daniel Conroy
Cornell Tyson
Adam Duffy
Mohamed Eldannaoui
Julian Matthew Evans
Jayke Michael Ewer
Luke James Fitzgerald
Bradley Flovel
Daniel Anthony Furlanetto
John Gembarchik
Thar Gler
Pierluigi Grech
Dillon James
Benjamin Alexander Lawrow
Andrew Main
Nicholas Alexander Mazzioli
Richard Brian Mead
Jack Merritt
Matthew Michetti
Aydin Misud
Andrew David Peter Mioc
Hoseeb Mir
Blake Morton
Jackson Nechwal
Cuong Ngo
Truong Jimmy Nguyen
Stace Papadopoulos
Mitchell Paten
Benjamin Peart
Jayden-Jorge Pena
Carl Richard Peterson
Andrew William Phillips
Nathan John Reschke
Liam Reynolds
Joshua Leigh Ryan
Antonio Sawan
Fletcher Anthony Smith
Dylan Snowdon
Jye Spall
Andrew Tieppo
Gary Trotman
Harley Tunnicliffe
Jorge Uldrea Bellina
Gleb Vaganov
Darcy Vear
James Daniel Vistarini
Matthew Stephen Wilson
Soe Ye Soe

CERTIFICATE III IN COMMERCIAL COOKERY
Mauricio Martin Outuky
Navaporn Prasompetch

CERTIFICATE III IN COMMUNITY SERVICES
Cindy Nguyen
Kalana Vasee

CERTIFICATE III IN ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
Mark Azzopardi
Scott Anthony Bailey
Scott Arthur Bell
James Alexander Bewley
Jasok Tyler Brown
Morgan Busuttil
Theo Chrioulis
Harley Aaron Coon
Eric Dusink
Andrew Ferreri
Matthew James Garbett
Dean Gatt
Luke Mitchell Gibbs

Soheila Roshani
Tilahun Zewdu Seifu
Daw Khing Tling Daw Khing Tling
Esther Tailing
Thang Quoc Tran
Bin Xu
Ye Lian Win Ye Lian Win

CERTIFICATE III IN BUSINESS
Srimorn Chansawat

CERTIFICATE III IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (LEGAL)
Jessica Catanese

CERTIFICATE III IN CABINET MAKING
Mathew Caminiti
Dylan Cassar
Roy Richard Gerbino
Jayden Lane
Corey Luke McLean
Mehmet Mehmet
Dane Monkman
Paul Risso
Joel Salea
Edward Seloka
Johanna Zanker

CERTIFICATE III IN CARPENTRY
Zachary Adami
Stefano Camillo Altieri
Kristian Thomas Anderson
Yasin Aydeyer
Travis John Bloom
Tyron Bremner
Luke Joshua Cachia
Christian Calabro
Sean Brenden Caldwell
Alexander Samuel Canals
Christopher Joseph Cassar
Troy Daniel Clemson
Kaleb Daniel Conroy
Cornell Tyson
Adam Duffy
Mohamed Eldannaoui
Julian Matthew Evans
Jayke Michael Ewer
Luke James Fitzgerald
Bradley Flovel
Daniel Anthony Furlanetto
John Gembarchik
Thar Gler
Pierluigi Grech
Dillon James
Benjamin Alexander Lawrow
Andrew Main
Nicholas Alexander Mazzioli
Richard Brian Mead
Jack Merritt
Matthew Michetti
Aydin Misud
Andrew David Peter Mioc
Hoseeb Mir
Blake Morton
Jackson Nechwal
Cuong Ngo
Truong Jimmy Nguyen
Stace Papadopoulos
Mitchell Paten
Benjamin Peart
Jayden-Jorge Pena
Carl Richard Peterson
Andrew William Phillips
Nathan John Reschke
Liam Reynolds
Joshua Leigh Ryan
Antonio Sawan
Fletcher Anthony Smith
Dylan Snowdon
Jye Spall
Andrew Tieppo
Gary Trotman
Harley Tunnicliffe
Jorge Uldrea Bellina
Gleb Vaganov
Darcy Vear
James Daniel Vistarini
Matthew Stephen Wilson
Soe Ye Soe

CERTIFICATE III IN COMMERCIAL COOKERY
Mauricio Martin Outuky
Navaporn Prasompetch

CERTIFICATE III IN COMMUNITY SERVICES
Cindy Nguyen
Kalana Vasee

CERTIFICATE III IN COMMUNITY SERVICES WORK
Cindy Nguyen
Kalana Vasee

CERTIFICATE III IN ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
Mark Azzopardi
Scott Anthony Bailey
Scott Arthur Bell
James Alexander Bewley
Jasok Tyler Brown
Morgan Busuttil
Theo Chrioulis
Harley Aaron Coon
Eric Dusink
Andrew Ferreri
Matthew James Garbett
Dean Gatt
Luke Mitchell Gibbs

Soheila Roshani
Tilahun Zewdu Seifu
Daw Khing Tling Daw Khing Tling
Esther Tailing
Thang Quoc Tran
Bin Xu
Ye Lian Win Ye Lian Win

CERTIFICATE III IN BUSINESS
Srimorn Chansawat

CERTIFICATE III IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (LEGAL)
Jessica Catanese

CERTIFICATE III IN CABINET MAKING
Mathew Caminiti
Dylan Cassar
Roy Richard Gerbino
Jayden Lane
Corey Luke McLean
Mehmet Mehmet
Dane Monkman
Paul Risso
Joel Salea
Edward Seloka
Johanna Zanker

CERTIFICATE III IN CARPENTRY
Zachary Adami
Stefano Camillo Altieri
Kristian Thomas Anderson
Yasin Aydeyer
Travis John Bloom
Tyron Bremner
Luke Joshua Cachia
Christian Calabro
Sean Brenden Caldwell
Alexander Samuel Canals
Christopher Joseph Cassar
Troy Daniel Clemson
Kaleb Daniel Conroy
Cornell Tyson
Adam Duffy
Mohamed Eldannaoui
Julian Matthew Evans
Jayke Michael Ewer
Luke James Fitzgerald
Bradley Flovel
Daniel Anthony Furlanetto
John Gembarchik
Thar Gler
Pierluigi Grech
Dillon James
Benjamin Alexander Lawrow
Andrew Main
Nicholas Alexander Mazzioli
Richard Brian Mead
Jack Merritt
Matthew Michetti
Aydin Misud
Andrew David Peter Mioc
Hoseeb Mir
Blake Morton
Jackson Nechwal
Cuong Ngo
Truong Jimmy Nguyen
Stace Papadopoulos
Mitchell Paten
Benjamin Peart
Jayden-Jorge Pena
Carl Richard Peterson
Andrew William Phillips
Nathan John Reschke
Liam Reynolds
Joshua Leigh Ryan
Antonio Sawan
Fletcher Anthony Smith
Dylan Snowdon
Jye Spall
Andrew Tieppo
Gary Trotman
Harley Tunnicliffe
Jorge Uldrea Bellina
Gleb Vaganov
Darcy Vear
James Daniel Vistarini
Matthew Stephen Wilson
Soe Ye Soe

CERTIFICATE III IN COMMERCIAL COOKERY
Mauricio Martin Outuky
Navaporn Prasompetch

CERTIFICATE III IN COMMUNITY SERVICES
Cindy Nguyen
Kalana Vasee

CERTIFICATE III IN COMMUNITY SERVICES WORK
Cindy Nguyen
Kalana Vasee

CERTIFICATE III IN ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
Mark Azzopardi
Scott Anthony Bailey
Scott Arthur Bell
James Alexander Bewley
Jasok Tyler Brown
Morgan Busuttil
Theo Chrioulis
Harley Aaron Coon
Eric Dusink
Andrew Ferreri
Matthew James Garbett
Dean Gatt
Luke Mitchell Gibbs
Daniel Isaac Glenister
Jose Cruz Guzman Portillo
Tanner Hasam
David Henderson
Maurie Lee Jackson
Damien Lambrinos
James David Leonard
Jarrod Lynch
Michael Madden
Marcus Melita
Lemuel Noel Pico
Aaron Planinic
Stephen Pozar
Jake Purton
Kurtis John Reid
Alexander Ristevski
Matt Sacco
Alvin Santos
Angelo Scano
Jayden Liam Staley
Tyler David Tessari
Lachlan Thomas
Robert William Thomas
Matthew Toll
David Trinh
Hayden Wheeler
Kelly Whinfield
Jake Xerri
CERTIFICATE III IN ENGINEERING (FABRICATION TRADE)
Ronaldo Makiling Callimag
Innocent San Sebastian
Changoroma
Shaun Mitchell Downard
Kyle Denver Fernandes
Richard Glory
Jeremy Groome Goodall
Micheal Ian Graham
Shaun Simon Halloran
Dingsiwayo Coston Harra
Ashley Knight
Cameron John McDonald
Pat Hugh McNamara
Shane Ryan
Eshan Jyot Singh
Hay Tha Moo Taw
Blake Willmott
Aaron Paul Zadow
CERTIFICATE III IN ENGINEERING (MECHANICAL TRADE)
Anshuman Arora
Kishore Backory
Mark Buntic
Zhen Wei Cao
Evon Capell
Paul Andrew Cavka
Calum Blackledge Clark
Maynard Darryll Datu
Joshua Douglas Dunstan
Edin Fazlic
Clifton Frankis
Michael Joseph Grech
Ismael Hendricks
Rizam Sharoon Hussain
Brian Kelly
Anil Kumar Kanattu Jayadevan
Steve Kouroumalis
Rajkumar Kubendiran
Shankar Lakshmanan
Rejesh John Madathil
Angelito Mangnoy
Jorley Joseph Mathew
Stephen McDermott
Similo Miaga
Desmond Mutasa
Daniel Neumann
Yogeshkumar Vinubhai Patel
John Phan
Thanh Nhat Phan
Baljeet Singh Rattan
Samy Saleh
Justin Thomas Stanbury
Leigh Stirkl
Stefanus Strydom
Jommy Thomas
Praveen Ulligari
Riyaz Khan Yacoob Khan
CERTIFICATE III IN HEALTH SERVICES ASSISTANCE
Tugce Afazon
Aaron James Arch
Daren Gene Are
Joseph Barcelon
Tadesse Wassie Berhe
Rupali Bhatia
Jennifer Elizabeth Campbell
Patrick Doolan
John Leonard Ginnivan
Amat Abud Jongkuch
Aline Karangwa
Amandeep Kaur
Kuljeet Kaur
Muykea Kheng
Dorr Lee
Michal Leelosorn
Semetoh Prince-Agbodjan
Joshua Saliba
Kadiatu Sowa
Linda Whiston
CERTIFICATE III IN HOME AND COMMUNITY CARE
Sherridan Bennett
CERTIFICATE III IN INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT
Hellen Taferre Abera
Shariful Alam
Napaphan Aranathigo
Kerry Ann Brassington
Jeanette Cherif
Thabiti Jubob Biawod
Siti Hawariningsih Goldsworthy
Juanita Ellen Hard
Paw Eyi Ahto Sein
Qingliu Hu
Sharon Lea Jenkinson
Andrew Kaye
Heeun Kim
Sungdi Lion
Qiao Lin
Megan Jane Lloyd
Khon Mai Marip
Yeshewamebrat Meherte
Rahel Negussie Mekonnen
Muhsa Alasad Mir Samei
Phurteeth Murphy
Seviqo Nabuli
Mario David Pastorini
Michael Pattinson
Alice Aiko Phu Miura
Etalem Costantino Salvatroy
David Squillacioti
Suzi Stevanovski
Sung Lin
Trang Tran
Remarde John Villeta
Cathy Wingti
Travis Zappa
CERTIFICATE III IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
Dharti Bhute
Lisa Maree Falzon
Reshma Taruni Gadala
Go La Reina Selah Obbar
Anna Hinds
Nichole Josev
Kirandeep Kaur
Diane Patricia Ledger
Keo San Kim Mang
Sejal Patel
Indu Prabhokaran Palasseri
Sumanthiran Raman
Pooja Singh
Alyssa Subala
CERTIFICATE III IN PLUMBING
Emmanuel Aljinao
Andrew Roman Barszuskyj
Peter Kevin Bauch
David Ricky Benoit
Joshua Borg
Brendan Leonard Bouchereau
Adam Buccheri
Brian Jeffrey Butler
Ashley Dean Caminiti
Michael Caserta
Brad Chalmers
Jonathan Clements
Gavin Dawes
Jake Falzon
Adam Farrugia
Luke Farrugia
Corey Hansen
Samuel Hawkey
Ash Hunter
Zac Samuel Jimenez
Andrew Kanellos
 Stuart Kinrade
Darren Lee Leonard
Adam Levy
Ryan Love
Robert Lynn
Scott Mallia
Jacques Mekdassi
Coby Michael Millar
Brayden Monk
Corey Moore
Thomas Patrick Oliver
Patrick Stanley O’Meara
Jordan William Paterson
Jared Pretty
Joseph Anthony Ravas
Jayden Rogers
Sean Rowland
Santo Serrano
Peter Sisir
Christopher Adam Sombolas
Alexander Trajkovski
Jack Wabel Walsh
CERTIFICATE III IN SIGNAGE
Jaedn Alberni
Joshua Allen
Travis Baker
Anthony Frazzica
Christopher James Heard
Daniel Hickey
Rayne Hughes
James Johnstone
Ous Robbins
Jesse Schifferle
Trent Urquhart
CERTIFICATE III IN SPOKEN AND WRITTEN ENGLISH
Christrian Bogale Abebe
Nawal Bore Dahe Ali
Mirra El Hage
Jingdong Fan
Arun Gab
Khan Khai Hauzo
Dawt Hlei Par Hlawnceu
Thomas Ngan Za Hmung
Xiu Tao Huang
Alem Tekeste Kifle
Jeongmin Kim
Lu Lu Moran
Keo San Kim
Rodrique Manizama
Anu Maudgill
Sophia Biak Hnem Mawi
Razia Mohammad
Deereepaw Moo
Martiza Mossavi
Mu Les Htoo
Mu Les Htoo
Manh-Hoa Nguyen
Thi Vuong Nguyen
Thidarat Ronieri
Biak Cin Sang
CERTIFICATE IV IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Ashish Rawat

CERTIFICATE IV IN COMMUNITY SERVICES WORK
Dorothy Maree Clark
Amanda Steiness
Michelle Windsor

CERTIFICATE IV IN DISABILITY
Gregory Matthew Franzke
Jordan Giraud
Pamela Joy Haworth
Ashley Nicole Bobadilla Keller
Tuyen Luong
Julli Marie Lynch-Jones
Christopher Messimeris
Omid Mohammadi
Bianca Jane Moverley
Gherrie Ross
Genevieve Subah
Sarah Thomas
Peta Irene Tyler
Matthew Paul Wodetzki

CERTIFICATE IV IN EAL (ACCESS)
Farreadd Aldeeb
Rima Bdewi
HaMinig Chen
Carolina Esther Cuadros Arismendi
Thanh Hung Danh
Ho Quoc Dee
Diana Diana
Sevapta Dirama
Chanita Ignace
Won Jung Lee
Ye Lin
En Say Gay Moo
Hsa Hsa Moo
Andrey Maskalev
Hu Nguyen
Thi Thanh Huyg Nguyen
Cam Pham
Mai T Phan
Ike Eve Ravonitsiry
Maung Lah Say
Fatemeh Shahrivari
Dionyssia Syntrivas
Su Su Htoo Ta Pu
Thu Tran
Chi Qui Trinh
Thanh Van Yo
Hashem Hai Wako

CERTIFICATE IV IN EAL (FURTHER STUDY)
Basman Al-Wakeel
Thianekham Bouphasavanh
Bich Thuy Bui
Tien Thi Thanh Bui
Ngoc Lien Duong
Chi My Luong
Hai Nguyen
Minh Binh Nguyen
Van Kim Nguyen
Van Hung Phan
Phuong Thi Loan Tran
Ngoc Diep Dianne Trinh

CERTIFICATE IV IN EDUCATION SUPPORT
Sonia Azad
Sarah Brown
Savannah Brown
Marcia Mary Corbett
Serip Erdal
Dona Galeazzo
Vicky Hatzinikolaou
Tegan Higgins
Rebecca Holt
Hanae Hurruy
Mujahid Hussain
Bilal Kask
Shahrin Khandkar
Surandika Kossinhala Vithanage
Cassandra Lamers
Danelle Lee
Xiao Yan Lin
Natasha Meredith
Taylor Mitchmole
Nuraine Abdulkhliam Mohammed
Ellie Olandezos
Alison O’Neill
William Christopher Pearce
Laura Amy Pettenuzzo
Zsolte Rado
Umme Salma
Shelly Sharma
Preet Kamal Singh
Amy Sursock
Edward Wong
Ping Wu
Richa Yagnik

CERTIFICATE IV IN ENGINEERING
Adrian Richard Armstrong
Sandun Prasanga Hewa
Gogamange
Frank Seter

CERTIFICATE IV IN FITNESS
Medin Comic
Matthew Cooper
Luke John Verga

CERTIFICATE IV IN HEALTH SCIENCE FOUNDATIONS
Siti Karra Basay
Aidan Basow
Jordan Fida
Lidya Gebrehiwot Teferi
Kirstie Suzanne Hannemann
Kirsten Louise Kerss
Lina Khwaja
Ellie Koiker
Xiang Li
Han Liu
Surriya Muhammad Ali
Thi Nhan Nguyen
Deanna-Rose Nicol
Chanphyuan Nop
Andre Prado
Neil Henry Ritchie
Christine Margaret Smith
Elizabeth Te Haara
Victoria Wilson
Cristy Zolj

CERTIFICATE IV IN HEALTH SUPERVISION
Sabina Abazovic
Karen Maree Hepburn

CERTIFICATE IV IN INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION AND CONTROL
Sadik Hadzic
Craig James Matthews
Daniel Razumic
Toniislav Razumic
Denis Simurina

CERTIFICATE IV IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Chih Chen Khor
Elijah Lamajon

CERTIFICATE IV IN INTERACTIVE DIGITAL MEDIA
Melrovyn Aricayos
Adam Chapman
Trent Forsyth
Serena Kwonee Lee
Rebecca Jade Nancarrow
Oscar Patagi

CERTIFICATE IV IN LIBERAL ARTS
Mariam Altoubi
Rhiannon Alexandra Mary
Armitage
Fatima Awad
Hamila Badra
Alex Bagdasarian
Alexander Tryncho Baldwin
Alvin Cheong
Leslie Thomas Courtney
Jessica Louise Earnshaw
Tahlia Ennis
Saron Esais Eysau
Zainab FCloseOperation
Savannah Hare
Andrew Charles Harvey
Monal Hassan
Elliot Helm
Anthony Huber
Jordan Jongeblod
George Matthew Lakat
Amal Mahamud
Samantha Michigan Myles
Mirwais Osmani
Stefan Christian Pagonis
Angela Paredes Castro
Thomas Peddie
Angela Pearlill
Jansel Rifat
Nicola Rutherford
Noah David Ward
Yahye Yusuf

CERTIFICATE IV IN LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES
Kathleen Patricia Celfai

CERTIFICATE IV IN LIBRARY INFORMATION AND CULTURAL SERVICES
Elizabeth Kate Carnell
Nicole Curcio
Rui Dong
Maxim Friedrich Haslett
Miriana Mitev
VICTORIA UNIVERSITY GRADUATION PROGRAM AUGUST 2017

Jessica Puopolo
Debra Teresa Tobin
Alana Jade Vickery
Sonia Yokhana
Ge Zhang

CERTIFICATE IV IN NURSING (ENROLLED/DIVISION 2 NURSING)
Sheli Shyamli Samujh

CERTIFICATE IV IN PROFESSIONAL WRITING AND EDITING
Stephanie Calleja-Horvath
Luke Degiorgio
James Gallus
Emmanuel Giakoumakis
Sarah Monica Giles
Emily Hillier
An Hoai Luu
Rhiannon Jennifer Osoba
Ashleigh Pate
Anne Richardson
Leeanne Rule
Megan Shaw
Jade Elizabeth Taylor
Stephanie Zaffiro

CERTIFICATE IV IN SOUND PRODUCTION
Jake Tyler Brehaut
Joshua Jon Dyson
Kelli Maree O'Meara
Shannon Rooth

CERTIFICATE IV IN TERTIARY PREPARATION
Alannah Adam
Alexander Adams
Benjamin James Ainsworth
Bradley James Aiken
Marcus James Allan
Tiara Annear
Olivia Atwell
Dan Bara
Isaoa Bark
Alex Carlton Baro
Matthew David Bell
Joyden Bellears-Price
Mauricio Bernal Rivera
Lachlan Bramble
Hannah Brooks
Ethan Andrew William Bryan
Logan Brock Burgemeister
Jaine Melissa Burn
Hannah Burner
Stefani Buzzini
Sabrina Calijouw
Jamie Capp
Vito Carbone
Jacob Adam Carruthers
Benjamin Caruso
Reed Cathcart
Jack Anthony Chapman
Rick Chisholm
Jack Samuel Cirillo
Ryan Thomas Cocks
Dean Noel Conway
William Patrick Crooks
Mitchell Boyd Davey
Ronen Davidov
Lachlan James Dean

Taylor Dean
Janik Desilva
Rowan David Eeles
Monica Ergnini
Emilie Falchi
Jed William Foemander
Chloe Fordham
Liam Gallo
Steven Glencorse
Maya Glikfeld
Jacaia Mae Gordon
Brooke Renee Gorman
Stephanie Isabelle Charlotte Gorrie
Callum Goulding
Kobe Groat
John Guanzon
Elvia Chelsea Hall
Adam Craig Harkins
Jake Haskett
Brayden Haynes
Brittany Hickey
Tyler Hillier
Jake William Hobson
Jayden Hyman
Mathew Jones
Oscar Junker
Michael Jursic
Nicholas Liam Kellow
Morgan Dallas Kennedy
Ellamyer Knoop
Meghan Lombe
Caillan Lanfranchi
Jordan Lucas Izac Larkman
Peter Lawrence
Christian Leggas
Daniel Han Le-Paez
Bailey Lewis
Darius Alexander Modoo Loy
Joshua Martin
Aaron Maughn
Nathan May
Brayden Maynard
Jari Samuel McDonald
Taniesha Jaime McKay
Rhys McLeod
Jackson Menadue
James Mesiano
Lara Maree Mettemlan
Jessica Lea Mitchell
Jared Nathan Morland
Grace Julia Moxey
Bridget Murray
Jack Myers
Scott Myers
Andrew Neophytou
Brooke Newton
Paris Elise Nigro
Isobella Nikolaoreas
Callum Norton
Nicholas O'Shanassy
Laura Oudy
Nicholas Pogliaro
Chastine Elaine Penev
Uththara Prathihari Perera Perera
Nyamut Peter
Travis Puntarani
Nicole Ram
Jordan Andrew Richards
Noah Roberts
Jacob Rollason
Beau Pearce Roy-Clements
Louis Richard Saccutelli
David Samuel Sacho
Abigail Mary Sergienko
Andrew Sharp
Sophie Shaw
James Arnold Shotton
Benjamyn Slight
Nicholas Robert Souter
Jaqeline Stabelos
Eboyo Stevens
Jaymie Lea Summers
Jake Taylor
Janie Taylor
Jake Ten Hacken
Sebastian Thomason
Jakob Tidyman
Taylah Tournier
Mitchell Treacy
Iye Annandale Tregear Elliott
Kahlia Maree Beth Truman
Isaac Turner
Jack Van Der Burg
Darcie Venables
George Voltiitis
Aidan Wallace
Logan Andrew Webster
Thomas Jay White
Jacinta Williams

CERTIFICATE IV IN TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT
Muhammad Hanafiabul Abdul Rashid
Zainab Abdaliatif
Ghanaa Abu-Saada
Steven Ron Adcock
Valentine Aghajani
Sarah Louise Aird
Despina Alleri
Anita Susan Anderson
Kimberley Victoria Anderson
Giuseppe Andreula
Yen Andrews
Diane Apap
Gregory Thomas Archer
Muhammad Ashraf
Athanasia Sia Asvestas
Anna Rosa Az
Cathiona Mary Barnett
Shukonya Benka
Eleonora Beolchi
Veronique Bergeron
Tracy Bevan
Suzanne Maree Blackburn
Juliana Rose Boros
Shaelyn Jade Bright
Amada Lee Bristow
Karlie Anne Brown
Thi Thanh Thuy Bui
Claire Louise Buttacovoli
Ian Alexander Campbell
Kristina Canzoneri
Stephen Robert Capron
Tara Jade Carracella
Clare Louise Carmody
Christopher Robin Carter
Nina Maree Cerantonio
Harita Chugh
Elizabeth Rose Cleary
Robert John Coghill
Daniel Jacob Cohen
Amanda Miriam Cooke
Corene Tanya Cooper
Mark Cowell
Denise Cox
Tereza Brigita Cuca
Elizabeth Patricia Dalgleish
Fiona Kathleen Darroch
Joshua Rhead Davidon
Derek Anthony D’Costa
Jeane Paul De David
Jean Marie Dean
Wayne Difley
Maria Kassiani Doumanis
Dale Christopher Duggan
Rebecca Louise Dyson
Marian Elkardi
Alan Fairclough
Rocco Fammartino
Fatema Faouad
Pamela Karyn Fegen
Bradley Fellows
Linda Jane Fiendberg
Constantin Floca
Jenna Kyra Flower
Bryce Frohn
Kate Elizabeth Garner
Christine Gee
Samira Ghasempour
Courtney Joy Gorham
Sheila Groitz
Anna Catharina Grobbelaar
Lubica Grogan
Ewan Hamilton
Corinne Michelle Heatley
Camilla Keith Hendry
Stacey Jane Hilder
Sam James Hill
Adil Hanna Hirmiz
Rebecca Lee Hocking
Glenn Hooper
Chris Maree Hortin
Tyson Michael Huggins
Taryn Amanda Ipenburg
Abdul Ghafoor Khan Jadoon
Darin Jewell
Laura Mary Jones
Jason Kanzamar
Kelly Karutz
Sandy Leo Kelly
Leonie Catherine Kervin
Rita Kouchayan
Kyle Phillip John
Su Chung Lai
Gisele Lakkis
Emma Maree Lanera
Jacob Francis Lawrie
Alison Jane Lloyd
Alison Logan
Zachariah Luckman
Stefan Christopher Majewski
Julia Lidia Marziale
Simon Matthews
Anastasia Mayrouds
Julianne Michelle Mayberry
Nicolle McCarthy
Danny Louis McDonald
Bebhhinn Michael McKewon
Samantha Louise McManus
Janine Catherine Milner
Molilini Michael Kevin
Richard Norman Moore
Samantha Ann Morgan
Sonya Lynne Musgrave
Fatni Musumecci
Chee Kin Ng
Kim Nguyen
Thien Hui Nguyen
Tanya Nikolic
Fiona Erica Norquay
Phillip Anthony Nott
DIPLOMA OF ACCOUNTING

Abul Deborah Arok
Shane Birt
Prabir Deb

Kerim Numan
Megan Kate O’Brien
Shane Leonard O’Brien
Sevim Oner
Jennifer Ongalo
Simone Lisa Osmers-Landau
Faye Papakalodoukas
Clara Parhar
Nathan Parnes
Penelope Parthimos
Kathy Phan
Nicholas Bruce Plowman
Nicholas Power
Rowena Kerry Price
David Pritchard
Nilidar Rahimi
Olivia Rantino
Vanessa Ritchie
David Rock
Noel David Rostron
Momari Saha
Rosa Salvatore
Mohammed Asif Sami
Raymond Thomas Szw
Jacqui Noreen Scott
Dwayne Seadon
Awtar Singh
Cynthia Skrzynz
Erica Jane Slutzkin
Terry Smart
Ellen Maree Smith
Craig Anthony Snelling
Yuan Song
David Sparks
Wade Mitchell Spencer
Nina Stanojevic
Peter Reginald Steel
Matthew Storey
Ben Ryan Straughair
Megan Kate O’Brien
Kerim Numan
Laura Seymour
Caterina Said
Khadija Khodr
Manika Sehgal
Yesmin Taleb
Manpreet Kaur
Kathleen Archontakis-Hatzidimitriou
Lora Dominovic
Kate English
Paige Fanaras
Jessica Greco
Brigitte Gwinn
Jessie Haydon
Elyce Hickey
Mickayla Rose Hines
Alidina Hodzic
Jordan Hogg
Grace Hollier
Ashleigh Johansen
Oksana Karpova
Abiramavalli Karunakaran
Alisa Khamvangsa
Tegan Kielty
Fern Kim
Gabriela Kinko
Tara Latimer
Daphne Maria
Jessica Mazzolo
Kiana Minenko
Stephanie Mizi
Trisha Picilla Munir
Emily Najjar
Thanh Linh Nguyen
Thanh Thao Anna Nguyen Dinh
Devarah Oliver
Tarsia Perdicakis
Natasha Phillips
Carlo Pinto
Shaely Pynt
Alanna Randone
Yasica Hochia Rudianto
Caterina Said
Gabrielle Josephine Santos
Donna Sardjono
Emily Schwarz
Laura Seymour
Zefanya Magda Dameria
Simandjuntak
Elissa Vazirani
Cynthia Skrzynz
Terry Smart
Ellen Maree Smith
Angela Wingate-Wade
Charlene Xerri
Melissa Xhemshiti-Govori
Noble Yamak
Melissa Jayne Young
Ahmed Alshaher
Ali Alshaher
Amna Chandab
Anita Chatwin
Munasinghe Dona
Lakmali Cooray
Sandeepa Cooray
Pradeepa Cooray
Saraswatika Cooray
Dezhra Cooray
Gayan Cooray
Roshan Cooray
Kamala Cooray
Jaya Cooray
Polona Cooray
Caretta Corby
Sunita Corby
Olivia Crittenden
Georgia Cerna
Chloe Campbell
Bianca Brancatisano
Bianca Yankov
Bianca Kerry-Anne Wilkinson
Laura Schoof
Emily Jane Money
Kerry Tuxworth
Filomena Zahopoulos
Linda Walkingshaw
Bianca Kerry-Anne Wilkinson
Bianca Yankov
DIPLOMA OF BEAUTY THERAPY

Emi Alkemade
Catherine Almonte
Katherine Archontakis-Hatzidimitriou
Quan Uyen Bach
Rachel Baxter
Sounita Behzadi
Ashleigh Blackmore
Ksenija Bogdanovic
Oyunchimeg Borolddoi
Naomi Jayne Boutakis
Bianca Brancatisano
Chloe Campbell
Georgina Cerna
Nikita Chauhan
Joanna Cieslak
Olivia Crittenden
Shauna Cullen
Celeste Curro
Amanda D’Angelo
Maryann Davidowicz
Lara Dominovic
Kate English
Paige Fanaras
Jessica Greco
Brigitte Gwinn
Jessie Haydon
Elyce Hickey
Mickayla Rose Hines
Alidina Hodzic
Jordan Hogg
Grace Hollier
Ashleigh Johansen
Oksana Karpova
Abiramavalli Karunakaran
Alisa Khamvangsa
Tegan Kielty
Fern Kim
Gabriela Kinko
Tara Latimer
Daphne Maria
Jessica Mazzolo
Kiana Minenko
Stephanie Mizi
Trisha Picilla Munir
Emily Najjar
Thanh Linh Nguyen
Thanh Thao Anna Nguyen Dinh
Devarah Oliver
Tarsia Perdicakis
Natasha Phillips
Carlo Pinto
Shaely Pynt
Alanna Randone
Yasica Hochia Rudianto
Caterina Said
Gabrielle Josephine Santos
Donna Sardjono
Emily Schwarz
Laura Seymour
Zefanya Magda Dameria
Simandjuntak
Marie Claire Singarella
Vorleak Soth
Nicole Tabone
Akol Deng
Sarah Elizabeth Dolensny
Cassie Marie Dougall
Apostolos Karagiannis
Jianhui Liu
Chau Hai Kevin Nguyen
Alexandre Nobile
Bradley Sheahan
DIPLOMA OF BEAUTY THERAPY

Emi Alkemade
Catherine Almonte
Katherine Archontakis-Hatzidimitriou
Quan Uyen Bach
Rachel Baxter
Sounita Behzadi
Ashleigh Blackmore
Ksenija Bogdanovic
Oyunchimeg Borolddoi
Naomi Jayne Boutakis
Bianca Brancatisano
Chloe Campbell
Georgina Cerna
Nikita Chauhan
Joanna Cieslak
Olivia Crittenden
Shauna Cullen
Celeste Curro
Amanda D’Angelo
Maryann Davidowicz
Lara Dominovic
Kate English
Paige Fanaras
Jessica Greco
Brigitte Gwinn
Jessie Haydon
Elyce Hickey
Mickayla Rose Hines
Alidina Hodzic
Jordan Hogg
Grace Hollier
Ashleigh Johansen
Oksana Karpova
Abiramavalli Karunakaran
Alisa Khamvangsa
Tegan Kielty
Fern Kim
Gabriela Kinko
Tara Latimer
Daphne Maria
Jessica Mazzolo
Kiana Minenko
Stephanie Mizi
Trisha Picilla Munir
Emily Najjar
Thanh Linh Nguyen
Thanh Thao Anna Nguyen Dinh
Devarah Oliver
Tarsia Perdicakis
Natasha Phillips
Carlo Pinto
Shaely Pynt
Alanna Randone
Yasica Hochia Rudianto
Caterina Said
Gabrielle Josephine Santos
Donna Sardjono
Emily Schwarz
Laura Seymour
Zefanya Magda Dameria
Simandjuntak
Marie Claire Singarella
Vorleak Soth
Nicole Tabone
Hollie Taylor
Melissa Traynor
Jade Trotnov
Agatha Maria Kiara Vanessa
Lindsay Kieu The Vuong
Jessica Wemm
Levinia Wirawan
Christina Yoonan
Alaiya Zayed
DIPLOMA OF BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION (BUILDING)

Malek Alsamour
Frankie Carbone
Matthew Mark Carland
Ennis Drinjak
Timothy Kokoliris
Toi Nguyen
Heinz Schaefer Rivilla
Christopher James Smith
Terry Sophiadakis
DIPLOMA OF BUILDING SURVEYING

William Ryan Considine
Jake Pisani
DIPLOMA OF BUSINESS AND ENTERPRISE

Li Shenhe
Yao Wang
DIPLOMA OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Rebecca Ayres
Naikita Ann Dickman
Wendy Doon
Catherine Margaret Eager
Lucas Foster
Timothy Hunter
Robert Impye
Angus Mackay Jessel
Finian Romney Cole Kelly
Kathleen Kenyon
Dominique Kirchner
Maya - Lorena Loggan-Solin
Tyler Lorback
Jacqui Margaret Mayne
Milena Nikolaeva Moneva
Brendan Stephen Murphy
Emily Murphy
Esther Nima Sung
Ilksen Oksuz
Nigel Pernu
Tiffany Pham
Telesia Losaline Pio
Ufi Seumalu
Michelle Susan Smith
Kayla Marie Skinner
Michelle Susan Smith
Eh La Yaw Paw Tha Ei
Simon Thyer
Sinti Tsegay
Kerry Tuxworth
Lang Vy
Filomena Zahopoulos
DIPLOMA OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND CARE

Trina Mae Antonio
Upneet Bajwa
Kylie Beasley
Tigitist Beyene
Brayden Burrowes
Meryem Cansever
Anna Chandab
Sin Man Cheung
Madeleine Coop
Suchada Cox
Sarah Di Battista
Alessia Fitzgerald
Leslie Fiu
Nyakong Rania Giek
Jasmina Glamocic
Michele Glassa
Paige Michelle Harvey
Melanie Hurstton
Manpreet Kaur
Khadija Khodr
Paramitha Upanishadhi Kularatne
Hong Anh Le
Kyana Lipscombe
Iresha Nilakshi Liyana Mohattige
Rachel Mary Lynch
Adriana Martinez Mendoza
Sandra Matti
Kathleen Okawa
Lina Pan
Bidya Prasad
George Prentice
Rezarta Qafqezi
Shamilka Ahamed Rajaratne
Priyadarshini Ram Karthikeyan
Emma Rossenberg
Marketo Rousso-Kumar
Kate Rumbelow
Manika Sehgal
Jacqueline Sullivan
Jacqueline Sutherland
Yesmin Toleb
John Toranto
Sulakshana Priyawadana
Munasiringe Thudugala
Munasiringleh Done
Leetamalovutula Tuleutufa
Selen Ucar
Alessia Veneziano
Valha Wen
Robyn Window
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DIPLOMA OF ENGINEERING (ADVANCED TRADE)
Phillip Robert Inggrassia
Jing Kim
David Alexander McLarty
Christopher Meafua
Roland Poth
Gabrielle Rocca

DIPLOMA OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Samantha Jade Attard
Corey William Bentley
Sameer Bhattarai
Mahesh Chahal
Jeremy Graeme Goodall
Stuart Aj Gregg
Leon Dangor Hurley
Kaumika Visanda Kasturiarachchi
Thomas MacGillycuddy

DIPLOMA OF LEADERSHIP AND BUSINESS
Pablo Eduerdo Martinez

DIPLOMA OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
DIPLOMA OF TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION

DIPLOMA OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY NETWORKING
Jonathan Luke Herriot Ware
James Maurice Hettrick
Jesse Wallace-White

DIPLOMA OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Pablo Eduardo Martinez

DIPLOMA OF LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
Ayak Akon
Arnold Dela Cruz
Nargis Fatima
George Hagiliassis
Julie Elizabeth Harley
Angela Hector
Selin Huseyin
Alexander James Jackson
Shauna Dee Kopolitis
Jennifer Francis McGowan
Ernestine Patterson
Tiana Renda
Nia Kathleen Ellen Rudziewicz
Doshani Sivapathasundaram
Rayleen Tamblyn
Anne Winifred Troutvetter
Lindsay Wood
Rebecca Wrigley

DIPLOMA OF LEGAL SERVICES
Janelle Constable

DIPLOMA OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES
Grace Baranowski
Esra Beslen
Lauren Bogle
Paris Clipperton-Richens
Abir Adej Elbassassy
Robert William Franklyn
Michelle James
Emily Jentile
Simprent Kaur
Elizabeth Sawicka
Alana Jade Sheward
Stranach Susanna
Jessica Ma Vuong
Sharyn Wheatcroft

DIPLOMA OFLOGISTICS
Scott Buglar
Adam Jones
Avel Kolang
Minh Le
Diana Lucia Muneton Camargo
Tania Scodellar

DIPLOMA OF MANAGEMENT
Sabrina Mehmedi

DIPLOMA OF NURSING (DIVISION 2 NURSING)
Hanon Ahmed
Ayasha Aryal
Poornima Madubashini
Dissanayake Athauda
Wannakuralalage
Maria Francisca Bahamondes
Yadivia
Jamie Bole
Taylor Jane Barnes
Alexandra Bays
Ruby Joy Bishop
Stefan Bram Bryar
Sahra Buckman
Rebecca Diana Candotti
Cindy Marenly Carpio
Elizabeth Carter
Ereshi Chandraguptha
Maddison Julie Danee Clark
Julia Therese Crambie
Chau Dang
Ernest Deborah
Yonas Mestin Desta
Naomi Rachel Dixon
Stephanie Jordan Domonjii
Kelly Duong
Sharee Vera Edwards
Sarah Ferris
Maddison Christine Frangos
Rediat Bekele Getso
Jaime Lee Grant
Joel Green
Cassandra Harvey
Coleen Beatrice Hernando
Teghan Hunt-Macdonald
Sandra Johnson
Anuropoa Kaur
Amani Kekunawala Hewage
Megan Jade Kennedy
Faraz Khan
Amanpreet Kaur Khosa
Jennifer Kirijella
Evelyn Kloes
Ravi Kumar Kushwaha
Matthew Lawrence
Anh Le
Long Hoang Le
Tham Le
Lois Anne Ligitu
Sarah Lowery
Gina Simangan Mabbarong
Melanine MacCiotta
Alyce Masonga
Dimantula Matraku
Amy McKenna
Aminian Mian
Joshua Andrew Mitchell
Lauren Jane Murphy
Ngoc Hoang Uyen Ngo
Binh An Nguyen
Huong Nguyen
Nguyen Thi Thuy An
Georgie O’Keefe
Sarah Elizabeth Olsen
Amandeep Parmar
Sejal Parmar
Savannah Pashen
Meghanaben Patel
Subhanginii Peteli
Megan Jane Patterson
Kimberley Pickering
Vipada Pitsayamahut
Carl Marree Rattray
Temena Lee Riordan
Nadeesha Rodrigo
Ashley Jade Rowland
Joan Ryan
Rosalae Seidel
Melissa Sharp
Justine Smith
Chloe Sofele Kakala
Rebecca Storer
Hanna Tadesse
Abbie Trevor-Bugeja
Iien Thi Bich Vo
Jennifer Walton
Michays Zewdu

DIPLOMA OF REMEDIAL MASSAGE
Kimberley Jade Calvert
Dion Finocchiaro
Meagan Rose Johnston
Maddison Lanteri
Su Min Liu
Scott Llewellyn
Lauren Martin
Joanne Patterson
Margaret Elizabeth Pearse
Nicolette Brooke Reeve
Aaron Phillip-John Wain

DIPLOMA OF SPECIALIST MAKE-UP SERVICES
Amelia Anderson
Loren Bazzano
Louisa Bouchier
Ochra Bretherton
Hannah Camacho
Haileigh Camilleri
Chelsea Cant
Lauren Carroll
Grace Comans
Samantha Cooke
Kayla Cowell
Jasmine Doher
Chloe Damiani
Shane Davies
Amber De Bruyn
Holly Elizabeth Dean
Meaghan Devine
Michelle Drozdowski
Bailee Alice Everingham
Madhny Fathergill
Aprel Gravina
Olivia Gugilelmino
Franiscia Yuliana Hallim
Jordan Halvorsen
Vicki Hare
Meggan Harper
Samira Herasen
Hayley King
Angelo Kioumourtzis

Thomas Mills
Michelle Munoz
Mckeeley Purcell-Williams
Steven Ruffell
Joshua Russell
Kean Randal Santiago
Chazdeen Soobas
Nathan Spaul
Matthew Talbot
Nicole Taylor
Stephanie Taylor
Tola Theng
Katilyn Louise Vogel
Thomas Patrick Walker

DIPLOMA OF PROFESSIONAL WRITING AND EDITING
Roula Abi Dib
Peter Raymond Hancock
Jade Courtney Hannath
Lea Gabriella Kapiteli
Elizabeth Kathleen Morris
Rhiannon Jennifer Osoba
Sandra Soaad
Jake Elvis Schreyer
Kristina Stevkovska
Dela Thornton
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diploma of Sport (Coaching)</th>
<th>Sanghun Han</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diploma of Sport Development</td>
<td>Manang Agok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Belynda Jade Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maan Anthony Bovalina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simon Anthony Jacob Bower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adrian Carfora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Chirciglia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Luke Calaianni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bradley Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steven Michael Crawford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blake James D’Antino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jesse Jason Denholtz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matt Dinc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lloyd Aldrich Galvez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jessie Gatley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica Kate Goodluck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anthony Haddad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rita Iocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aaron Kacarik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Thomas Kelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Furkan Receb Kilic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leandar Karl Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrej Maksimov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Giuseppe Marafioti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeremy Marson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clarence Kim Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anthony Thomas Niglia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Musanda Nsalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nathaniel Francis Patascil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica Catarina Peterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Victoria Theresa Podesta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leah Jeanne Rennardson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Diploma of Building Design (Architectural)</td>
<td>Shaun Kenneth Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clayton Howard Robson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jalan Corey Russell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeremy Troy Sheers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jason Wayne Spikin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jordan Anthony Tedesco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jay Heath Tennant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vidanowski Michelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ross Weightman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hu Chun Yin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jordan Zarb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Diploma of Building Surveying</td>
<td>William Ryan Considine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Omar Hasan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timothy Ethan Hosemans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mehmet Arif Keren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steven Long Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Diploma of Community Sector Management</td>
<td>Valerie Elizabeth Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Austina Bernadina D’Souza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allington Gono</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jasmine Graham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mariam Gredelj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tracey Greenwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kiran James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ippapandi Michelle Koufos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Praveen Kumar Reddy Mulinti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul O'Kelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kerrie Russell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanley So</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hoa Thi My Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timothy Charles Whitmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Diploma of Engineering Technology</td>
<td>Bishoy Yasser Talaat Abdelmeseleh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samantha Jade Attard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upendra Bagale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corey William Bentley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sulinder Singh Brar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stuart Aj Gregg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mayank Gupta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ravinder Singh Guru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leon Danger Hurley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>La Gia Huy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madhav Madhav</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thai Tam Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atul Kumar Chimanbhai Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rashil Pradhan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bailj Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Khanwar Pal Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surjeet Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sohodeh Rohesh Kumar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mahboob Subhan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vineet Swami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bao Toan Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mohit Verma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Syed Saliman Raza Zaidi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Diploma of Engineering Technology (Electrical)</td>
<td>Ahmad Ebdaah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ehtasham Ul Haq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mihir Nihal Huyinh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viet Quoc Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harminnder Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jawad Javour Warraich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mahir Youssf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Diploma of Graphic Design</td>
<td>Bridget Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ben Harriss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ayesh Jayasinghe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zachary King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alan Dennis Lopez-Torres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yanessa Belen Lopez-Torres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gemma Deahn Parsons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Diploma of Legal Practice</td>
<td>Ashleigh Louise Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zackary Ballard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ninette Cakitski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maria Norelyn Davies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chantelle Fisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peter Goulis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maritana Isha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dhir Kiir Keer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innocent Marinambona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Karabaggea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kate Louise McRae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Susana Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naum Slavetski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Diploma of Music</td>
<td>Dylan James Appleby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Berry Renee Louise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ellie Jane Brindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lauren Angela Browne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jamie Ashton Canning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander Jeffery Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pablo Cuevas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel David</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chloe Dowling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kerim Dukic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jacob Thomas James Elliot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insaf Ghalayini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oscar Henry Huake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jesse Johns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael James Lancaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Paul Maino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vannessa Leigh Mayne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert McQueen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Filip Obradovic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas John Pezzopane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samuel Playford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adriano Alessandro Pruscino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dale Charles Pye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vanessa Angela Pylias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caleb Daniel Rokandski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erin Elise Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fritz Schilbe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joshua Callum Skuza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Stawierski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matthew Stepic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shannan Wade Vinen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Lee Yeoman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Diploma of Management</td>
<td>Maritz Burgos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Diploma of Co-operative Management</td>
<td>Deborah Lee Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leanne Michelle Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kathryn Cranwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Binod Dahal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Raymond Debono</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tina Horsfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kirsty Louise Kat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharon Angela Neele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jennifer Margaret Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Courtney Lee Pocock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kylee Jayne Ross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suzana Velevskka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VU COLLEGE

DIPLOMA OF BUSINESS (ENTERPRISE)

Waleed Ahmed A Alghamdi
Alinudin Alinudin
Hajar Alshahrani
Lashini Menushika Andradi
Sella Augustine
Navpreet Kaur Bariach
Katherina Camille Casinto
Mohit Chaudhary
Chen Zhong Qiu
Jia Kun Cui
Veronica Lesley Damaro
Chanaka Jeewantha Lakmal
Dickman
Christopher Dimos
Ding Haoran
Shamee Gayle Elkington
Jennie Eriksson
Fan Yicong
Patrick Gallegos
Dimitrios Georgaklis
Shafray Nadeem Gill
Goh Jo Yee Esther
YukieGong
William Jacobus Goosen
Chhete Gurung
Han Peng Rui
He Dongxiao
He Fang
Hu Chen Yuan
Huang Zhuo
Konrad Thomas James
Pawandeep Kaur
Patricia Breanne Kempster
Amanpreet Singh Kohli
Stephen Ky
Thi Bich Tran Le
Li Ying
Anthony Luong
Duc Minh Nguyen
Thi Que Tran Nguyen
Nguyen Tien Thi Thuy
Mahmood Bin Omar
I Gusti Agung Ayu Cili Pramidari
Qu Tianshan
Muhammad Ahmed Raja
Dulshan Rathnakayake Rathnayake
Mudiyanselage
Kanisha Vidalie Ruwan Pathirana
Muhammad Hunaid Shabbir
Daniai Shaikh
Song Sheng
Tao Sun Ya Rui
Valentina Tava
Voishali Vaishali
Nguyet Que Vo
Van Thi Hong Vo
Wang Fa
Wang Xi
Wang Yu Yang
Leah Kathleen Windley
Tongye Wu
Yan Meichen
Eugene Yih Jiunn Yap
Zeng Nan Jie
Huixin Zhang
Zhang Xinyue
Zhao Wenhao
Zhou Gong Bo

DIPLOMA OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Gamith Malaka Abeysinghe
Sanjeeb Agarwala
Petunia Esther Anyango
Ngoc Linh Dang
Jonathan Loic D’Emmerez De Charnoy
Raveen Vindula Bernard Doramura Badolge
Prabin Ghimire
Jayamanna Mudalige Thushan
Sandeepe Jayamanna
Radab Bandara Adhikari Adikari
Mudiyanselage
Nunum Ilkhiyar Mughal
Hamza Nadir
Utsav Vikrambhui Patel
A G R Mudiyanselage Janith
Chandula Ranaweera
Harmanweer Singh
Chudamani Situla
Bibek Subedi
Malshara Sandeepani Perera
Walikalage
Giwathana Bhanu Widanapathirana

DIPLOMA OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Lloyd Kayne Abenjoja
Tarik Ayicicik
Adam Borlase
Daniel Chan
Chang Lingfei
Chen Jinhong
Chen Junchang
Brenton Bob-Man Cheng
Du Han
Fan Jiahao
Feng Zepeng
Jamie Allan Fletcher
Gao Juanjuan
Gao Weibo
Serkon Gelenbevi
Guo Kemeng
Guo Zhaorong
Guo Zhenyu
Han Bo
Han Shangpu
Hao Juan
Hao Yan
Hou Zongying
Hu Ding Fang
Hu Jingru
Hu Jiniao
Hu Shiyue
Li Changlong
Li Ji
Li Jiaojiao
Li Shifeng
Li Xuewen
Li Yang
Li Zhen
Liang Chuan
Liu Boyang
Liu Kang
Liu Yuan
Liu Zhiyao
Lu Shan
Lu Zhidong
Lv Shudi
Ka Chun Ma
Mao Jin
Suhaila Mohammed
Ngoc Hiep Nguyen
Pan Hao
Tan Trong Pham
Qiao Jinlei
Qu Yankun
Ranjit Ranabhat
Lornah Samol
Bijey Sharma
Baljinder Singh
Song Fubing
Song Yang
Su Tao
Zain Bin Tariq
Wang Chenying
Wang Jinglan
Wang Lei
Wang Xiaohan
Wang Xiaoyu
Wang Xinbin
Wang Yiming
Wang Yufei
Wang Yuxi
Wang Zepeng
Wu Yue
Xia Yu
Xiao Siyu
Xie Wenbang
Xue Lei
Yang Chen
Yang Shanshan
Yao Ruotong
Ye Liuzhi
Ye Peng
Ye Xiaotong
Yu Dagui
Zhai Shuncheng
Zhong Bowen
Zhong Jianhui
Zhong Jiong
Zhong Mingkai
Zhong Tongyao
Zhou Pei
Zhou Pengcheng
Zhou Xuere
Zhu Chunhui
Keith Huiqi Zhu
AWARD OF THE UNIVERSITY

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Alison Abraham
Thesis Title: Action Research Study: The Teaching of English and Academic Writing as a Social Practice in a British Malaysian University

Abdullah Al Ghamdi
Thesis Title: The Influence of Lecturer Text-based Immediacy on Student Engagement Experiences and Learning Outcomes in Distance Education in Saudi Arabia

Ben Anwyl
Thesis Title: John Howard’s Australia and September 11

Gregory Anson
Thesis Title: Guided by Voices: Living and Learning Music

Stephanie Ashbolt
Thesis Title: ShortTerm Operational Planning of Water Grids

Clement Ogugua Asogwa
Thesis Title: An Intrabody Signal Propagation Study for Human Body Hydration

Saqib Rehan Ayyubi
Thesis Title: Software Solution Development Based on Process-Oriented Knowledge Construction

Mahdi Bazarganigilani
Thesis Title: Association of Hospital Workload Indicators with Adverse Events: A Retrospective Analysis of Hospital Episode Data

Mohd Zuhair Bin Mohd Nor
Thesis Title: Membrane Based Process for the Extraction of Bromelain from Pineapple Waste

Saman Rassei-Kashuk
Thesis Title: Slipping During Level Walking: Investigations of MRI Co-ordination Disorder and Friedreich’s Ataxia

Robert Kaczan
Thesis Title: Exercise Intensity and the Undiscovered Science of Redox Status and Redox-sensitive Protein Kinase Signalling in Physiological Processes in Exercise Intensity and Team-Sport Athlete Physical Performance: Relevance and Time Course for Adaptation

Karen Hart
Thesis Title: The Efficacy of Community Justice Intervention Services to Increase Social Capital and Reduce Incarceration for Young Adults

Marilyn Hubner
Thesis Title: Constructing Safety Training: Foundations of Attitudes and Perceptions of the Construction Site Supervisors

Mathew Inness
Thesis Title: Altitude and Team-Sport Athlete Physical Performance: Relevance and Time Course for Adaptation

Varun Jayasooriya
Thesis Title: Optimisation of Green Infrastructure Practices for Industrial Areas

Robert Kaczan
Thesis Title: It’s (not) all in the Mind: PhD Students’ Experiences, Wellbeing, and Mindfulness

Tuire Karaharju-Huisman
Thesis Title: The Probability of Slipping During Level Walking

Saman Rassei-Kashuk
Thesis Title: Investigation of MRI Co-ordination Disorder and Friedreich’s Ataxia

Ahyar Muhammad Diah
Thesis Title: South Sudanese Family Dynamics and Parenting Practices in Australia

Karen Livesay
Thesis Title: Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Simulated Patients: Otherness and Intersectional Identity Transformations Revealed Through Narrative

Winston Samantha Liyanarachchi
Thesis Title: Micropartitioning of Dairy Proteins

Yasambal Manikkam
Thesis Title: In-vitro Physiological Activities of Peptides Derived from Underutilised Australian Fish Species

Cody McCormack
Thesis Title: Alfred Hitchcock and the Undiscovered Science of Suspense

Suhana Saleh
Thesis Title: Population Dynamics and the Nexus between Human Capital and Economic Growth in Malaysia

Bruce Mountain
Thesis Title: Ownership-invariant Regulation of Electricity Distributors in Australia: A Failed Experiment

Nguyen Thu Hang
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